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haasltsa "Interesting News"

N.T.C.'s future debated at
House of Huu- ay -aht
By David Wiwchar

-

Southern Region Reporter

Anacla - The future of one of B.C.'s
largest First Nations organizations went
under the microscope last weekend, as
the Nuu- chah -nulth Tribal Council's
member Nations gathered to chart the
future of'iheir highly- respected organization.
The meeting, held at the House of Hutt ay-aht in Anacla on September 28th and
29th, was hosted by both the Huu -ayaht and Uchucklesaht Nations.
Tseshaht Elder Bob Thomas offered
the opening prayer, thanking the Huu ay-aht Ha'wiih for allowing all Nuu chah -nulth into their traditional territories, and asking the Creator for guidance during this important meeting.

The future ul one of B.C.'s largest
First Nations organizations went
under the microscope last
weekend, as the Nuu- chah -nulth
Tribal Council's member Nations
gathered to chart the future of
their highly- respected
organization.
Huu- ay -aht Chief Councilor Robert

Dennis introduced the traditional and
elected Huu- ay -aht governments, and
spoke on how the two work together as
one to improve the futures of all Huu ay-aht peoples.
"I remember the words of Chief
Richard Atleo who said the Ha'wiih are
not to be token figures called upon only
when papers need to be signed. Our
Ha'wiih are our true leaders, and are to
be involved every step of the way," said
Robert. "We're at the crossroads of our
lives today, and we have to work
together to make sure we choose the
right paths."
Uchucklesaht Chief Councilor Charlie
Cootes also introduced his Ha'wiih and
council members, and welcomed
everyone to the regular meeting of the
Tribal Council.
After discussion around additions to the
two -day agenda, NTC Executive
Director Florence Wylie presented her
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report on the completion of motions
made at the last NTC meeting (April 5 7, 2001). According to Florence, all
motions put forward at that meeting
have been dealt with and tasks corn pleted.
NTC Treaty Manager Cliff Atleo Jr.
presented an update of treaty development, reporting on the many issues
currently being faced by Nuu -chahnulth treaty negotiators. "Nuu -chahnulth First Nations continue to consult
with their communities, meet with each
other and the two other governments in
an attempt to find a just and real
solution to treaty matters," said Cliff Jr.
After a short break, Jay Norton presented his auditor's report of the NTC's
financial statements. According to
Norton, a certified general accountant
from the firm Degruchy, Norton and
Company, the NTC finances are being
well managed, and receives another
"unqualified" or "clean" endorsement
from the independent auditing firm.
With a 2000 -2001 total budget of $48.5
Million, the Nuu -chah -nulth Tribal
Council is one of the top five economic
forces on the west coast of Vancouver
Island, and continues to operate as a
model organization in term of its
financial management practices.
Cliff Atleo Jr. then presented a report
on the First Nations Governance
Initiative, presenting both the federal
government's and Assembly of First
Nations' perspective on the proposed
consultations dealing with possible
changes to the Federal Indian Act.
NTC Lobbyist George Watts reported
Department of Indian Affairs Minister
Robert Nault plans to introduce new
legislation on this topic by the end of
the year, whether First Nations want to
be a part of the process or not. Watts
suggested Nuu -chah -nulth get involved
in the consultation sessions to try and
affect positive change. A DIAND
consultation session has been scheduled
for October 19th at I pm at the Port
Alberni Friendship Centre.
"But will this consultation be like other
government consultation sessions we've
seen where bureaucrats come and talk to

continued on page 3
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Members of the Ahousaht delegation (I -r: Joe Campbell,
Darrell Campbell, Rod Sam, Sydney Sam) present their
views to the Leggatt Inquiry at Tin Wis
VW

Public Demands Closed
Containment Systems for Salmon
Farms at Leggatt Inquiry
By Denise Ambrose
Central Region Reporter

Tofino - Judge Stuart Leggatt heard
witness after witness testify about
Clayoquot Sound's salmon farm
industry and the consensus was that
open net -cage operations were far too
dangerous for the area's pristine natural
setting. The economic benefits of the
industry would be welcome if the
industry moved to closed containment
systems.
Leggatt is touring coastal BC in order
to hear testimony from citizens on their
views of the industry. Jim Fulton of the
David Suzuki Foundation said that
citizens have asked the federal and
provincial governments to hold hearings
about the environmental and economic
effects of the net -cage aquaculture
industry. "Because BC's new provincial government has indicated it favours
lifting the moratorium on industry
expansion if all environmental concerns
are addressed, the Foundation believes

the public deserves to be heard on this
critical issue," said Fulton.
"We are taking the extraordinary step
of raising funds to do the work that
government should be doing," added
Fulton. "The David Suzuki Foundation
will have no other role in this inquiry
except to present information as all
other organizations and individuals are
encouraged to do."
TFN councillor, Ben Williams,
welcomed everyone on behalf of his
Nation and invited Tla- qui -aht elder,
Francis Amos, to say the Morning
Prayer. Williams wished the gathering
well and shed some light on his
Nation's position on salmon farming in
their traditional territories, "TFN's
thinking is that we would like to see
indigenous stocks rather than exotics.
You don't know what you're bringing
in. I hope that the meeting comes out
with positive results."
Judge Leggett introduced himself and
the day's topic by saying that salmon is

continued on page 12
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am very proud

Mn Ed Claplanhoo from

Neap Bay is this month's feature elder.
Ile was born In Neah Bay on August
M. 1928 and his parents were late Art
and Ruth Claplanhoo. Ed has one

brother, Francis Napoleon. His interests
and hobbies include seeing the Makah
culture and heritage practised and
passed on to all of our future genet

[Over the many years, Ed has had many
highlights and accomplishments. A
couple that really stand out is that he
has been the MC for the annual Makah
Days since since 1965 and also his
involvement with the Makah Tribal
Council also since 1965, including the
elected chairperson for 16 years. Some
of his highlights and accomplishments
were during his era, the Makes Tribal
Council started the new water and
sewer system and also in 1968 the
Makah Housing Authority was slab
Nahod.
Another one of his fond
that
he has is while he was the tribal
Chairperson Ed watched and witnessed
the Orate archaeological dig. This was
very moving for him a well as for
many Makah as big part of their
history has being revealed.
Ed's other major accomplishments
include graduating from the State of

Tries

Unit
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DEADLINE
Please note that the deadline for
submissions for our next issue is 4:30
pm on Friday, October 12, 2001. After
that date, material submitted &judged
to be appropriate, cannot
placement but, if still relevant, will be
included in the following is
In an ideal world, submissions would
be typed, rather than hand -written.
Articles can be sent by mined to

berm...

Washington University in 1956 with a
forestry degree. Ile also worked for the
State of Washington Department of
Natural Resources for IS years. .1 am
proud of being the recipient of en
ward from Washington Stare University giving me acknowledgement for all
of my accomplishments for my Tribe. I

o

Photocopied or faxed photographs
cannot be accepted.

COVERAGE:
Although we would like to be able
to cover all vois and events we will
only do m
Sufficient advance notice
addressed specifically to

subs:

Ha- Shilth.Sa.

Reported., ailabilitysrhe time
of the event
Editorial space available in the

encourage the

younger generation in today's
society to learn
re about
today's technology, especially
computers. In
reflecting back on
another important
part of the Makah
C
history, and
especially for all
of the American
Indians on August
26' ^, 1926 the
American Indians
finally had a right
ate. Ed has

been involved and
acen many
changes in his
time and also has
played an instrumental role in the
change and betterment of the Makah
Nation.
As
As we all know, the Makah are also
members -ninth and Ed has many family
members and friends from Nuu -chahuith including close family ties to Chief
Charlie Jones and family from
Pacheedaht. Ile also has very close ties
to late Jimmy John and his family from

being

adhered to by contributors

Mowachaht / Muchalaht First Nation.
One of Ed's fondest memories was
when Jimmy came to Makah Days in
1972 and performed dance and then
proceeded to present Ed with a Wolf
Mask. This touched Ed very dearly and
he will never forget this special occasion. The mask is about 85 to 90 years

old.

"

Ed is proud to be Makah, and very
proud of his close family ties to the
Nuu -chah- ninth. He annually looks
forward to the Makah Days and being
he MC. Ile indeed is an inspiration to
the younger generation of not only the
Makah but to Nuu -chap -ninth as well.

Ha- Shilth -Sa
to every Nuu- chah -nulth person including those
who have passed on, and those who are not yet born.
A community newspaper cannot exist without community involvement;
If you have any great pictures you've taken, stories or poeesyou'ee
/Ins- Shilth -5a belongs

The Offices of

the

written, or artwork you have done, please let us know so we can
include it in your newspaper. Also, if you have any thoughts or cones ahem making your newspaper better, let us know that too!
This year is Ha- Shilth -Sá s 37th year of serving the Nuu -shah -ninth
First Nations. We look forward to your Continued input and.support.
Kleco! Kleco!

David
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what they wanted to regardless of our statements and positions
saying afterwards that they consulted
with us and therefore have our permissaid Tseshaht's Dave Warts. "We
have a well established system of
governance that has waked for thousands of years. We don't need these
people telling us what our government
should look like," said Dave, rebornmending Nuu -chah -ninth align themselves with the AFN plan.
After wonderful salmon lunch prosided by Uchucklesahl, Dave Warts
opened discussion on the planned 30%
cutbacks over three years at NTC.
According to Watts, Tseshaht is conerred the next round of cutbacks may
result in lay -offs that individual Nations
will not have the necessary budgets to
replace the loss of services formerly
offered by the Tribal Council.
Delegates agreed that any cutback
decision made must be thoroughly
reviewed by the member Nations to
mine whether individual Nations
would be able to afford positions on their
or if it is more economically
realistic to keep the positions at the tribal
council level.
NTC Fisheries Program Manager Or
Don Hall introduced BC Aboriginal
Fisheries Commission co -chairs Anne
Narcisse and Simon Lucas, who came to
ask Nuuchah -ninth support for a
protocol on intertribal fisheries cooperation.
The protocol agreement spells out how
all B.C. First Nations will work together
to utilize and mewl the various migatory fish species. The Nuu- chah -nulth
Nations agreed to accept the protocol
and rake it back to their communities for
discussion and eventual ratification.
Dr. Hall then presented the NTC
Fisheries Strategic Plan along with Roy
Alexander, special advisor to Nuu -chahnulth fishermen. Hall presented a list of
policy recommendations to guide the
fisheries program for the next year
which was accepted and passed by the
delegates.
Andy Amos and other Nuu -chah -ninth
commercial fishermen reported they
have ever menu many fish in the
mem as there has been this year, yet
Tonal anglers are allowed to take
recreational
more fin than First Nations are.
"We have to get out there and exercise
our Aboriginal rights," said Robert
"We have to get our fish any
way we can and we can do with it
however we please. This will show
DFO nosh
what our needs are and they will
have no choice but to increase our
u+, and do

said Ed. Ile would

to

Huu- ay -aht Chief Councilor Robert Dennis introduces his Há wiih and
council members

N.T.C.'s future debated ... continued from

this accomplish.
ment" said Ed
Claplanhoo.
"I love to talk to
people and
educate them on
who we areas
Makah people"

lhl,bninat

--
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Nuu -chah -nulth
Tribal Council
will be closed for

Thanksgiving Day,
1I

- Nuu -chap -nul[h Tribal
Council treaty negotiators gathered in
Victoria on October 1? and 2^° t0
discuss the future of treaty negotiations
with B.C. and Canada. Since the
Agreement in Principle (AIP) vote In
the Spring, which resulted in six
Nations voting for acceptance of the
AIP and six sank against, the negotiaon how negotiators have been
continue.
non, could
Central Region Co -chair Nelson
Keitlah asked that a moment of silence
be observed in recognition of Tseshaht's
loss of a valued Elder before offering
the opening prayer.
"These are difficult days for us," said
Nelson in the Nuuchal -ninth language
"The treaty process seems to beat a
rand still, but we cannot forget why
're here and where we come from.
Our Chiefs, our ancestors and our future
generations are depending on us to get
their lands and resources back and to
help make things right again"
NTC Treaty Manager Cliff Aden Jr.
presented a paper on his thoughts and
observations on the various options
available if Nations wanted to continue
negotiations as one large table representing the current 12 Nuu- chah -nulth
Nations involved at the NTC Treaty
Table. According to Cliff, the seven
suggestions were intended to merely
guide the day's discussion which was

Victoria, B.C.

of

0f

ha s hilthnisland.nel (Windows
PC).
Submitted pictures must include a

brief description of subj..) and
a return address. Pictures with no
return address will remain on file.
Allow 2 4 weeks for return

By David Warren,
Southern Region Reporter

Feature Elder: Ed Claplanhoo

Port Alberni, B.C.
V9Y 7M2.
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Treaty Teams meet In Mituuni

Ha-Shilth -Sa will include letters received from its readers. All letters MUST be
signed by the writer and have the writer's name, address & phone number on it. Names
can he withheld by request. Anonymous suhmissians will not be accepted.
We reserve the right to edit submitted material for clarity, brevity, grammar
and good taste. We will definitely not publish letters dealing with tribal or personal
dispures or issues that are critical of Nuwohah ninth individuals or groups.
All opinions expressed in letters to the editor are purely those of the writer and
will not necessarily coincide with the stews or policies of the Nuu- ehah-nulth Tribal
Councilor its member First Nations.

Tribal Council for distribution to the
embers of the fourteen Nuu-cho0mall First Nations as well as other
interested groups and individuals.
Information& original work contained
in this newspaper is copyright and
may not be reproduced without written
permission from

Telephone: (250) 724 -5757
Fax: (250) 723 -0463
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Monday, Oct. 8, 2001
and

will re -open for business on
Tuesday, October 9, 2001.

allocation."

goer

and get what we
need not what the mumuthnee think we
need," said Ucluelet Councilorr and

"We have to

Fisheries Officer Eugene Taroosh.
"DFO is joke. The recreational fishery
is being allowed to get out of hand and

Page

I

we have to step up and take what is

Cliff Arno

Sr. then reported on devel-

moments towards a Nuu -chap -nulth /

West Coast Vancouver Island Regional
Aquatic Management Board, saying the
provincial government has come back
on board after the B.C. election and
subsequent change in government.
NTC Northern Region Biologist Roger
Dunlop discussed a number of issues
surrounding clam harvesting including
the Area F Clam Board, and illegal
harvesting problems.
Roberta Stevenson, the Nuu -chahnulth shellfish aquaculture business coonlinato,, rounded out the day's
fisheries reports by presenting her
report on the formable beaches within
the Nuu -chap -nulth territories.
Stevenson reported on the work of the
shellfish aquaculture steering committee, which is made up

wive

of one repro..

from each Nuu -chah-nuhh

Nation.
A Poison delegation approached the
table, and invited all Nuu -chah -ninth to
canoe journey from Aug 9 -12, 2002.
Carnal Region Co-chair Nelson
Kenton accepted their invitation and
their gifts, and thanked them for
offering their invitation in the proper
way - using their traditional language
end culture.
The able broke for the evening to
allow Huu- ay -aht to set up for the
dinner they were hosting for all
r

delegates that night.

Day Two
The second day of discussions resumed
with Dr. Don Hall presenting information on the upcoming Leggett inquiry
into salmon aquaculture. the inquiry,
sponsored by the David Suzuki Foundation and so-fa ignored by the federal
and provincial governments, start at
Tin Wis on October la before touring
atal communities affected by

salmon aquaculture. Hall presented a
list of recommendations drafted for
presentation at the inquiry, which was
discussed and improved before being
approved by the tame.
Hall then led a discussion on the
development of the 2002 Herring
Management Plan. According to
forecasted figures, only 24,732 tom of
herring are expected to return to the
west must of Vancouver Island to
spawn in the spring, which leaves only
4,012 tons for harvest which includes
150 tons for food, social and alma'
of 600 tons
nial use, and
harvest.
of spawn on kelp / bough
"We're plucking away at an ever diminishing resource." said Vehicle
Chief Councilor Larry Baird "Tire
forecasts are getting lower every year
and nobody knows why. What are we
going to be fighting for next year'
Enough is enough. We have to protect
the future of our herring resources and

....anon

expected to be heated.

firm believer mat in crisis the
is also opportunity," said Cliw. "Despite
all the current turmoil and uncertainty 1

"I

am a

force a complete commercial shut
down "
After few other loose ends were tied
up in fisheries, Community and Health
Services Board chairperson Helen Dick
presented the CHS Report.
wiih for
Thanking the Huu-ay -aht
welcoming everyone to their territories,
and the Creator foe the gifts Millie.
Helen recognized all those families
who have suffered losses over the past

Ili

know the Nuu -chah -ninth First Nations
united are potentially the most powerful
Aboriginal amain British Columbia,"
Encapsulating much of the discussion
oser the past Rw month., fights said the
exercising of Aboriginal Rights and the
practicing of
protocols is key
to future negotiations as it proves to
Canada and B.C. that Nuu -chah -ninth
are not content to wait fora negotiated
resource management. Cliff also
role
suggested instead of drifting apart, Nuu Math -nulle Nations have to work close
hero determine the best avenue to
communities.
bring .,natty to
whether it be through
g negotiation
m0eOomunit or
anti

Many negotiators responded to the
document with long, passio.ie
speeches in chair language, showing the
culture, and the sing
vibrancy of
rat they all share in trying to
commitment
improve conditions for their people,
aysyd Nations
communities
"This is a very important
important example of
our power and our relationship with
each other," said Nelson (through an

for

"Our language

proof

how wu
we are all together a we have been
for thousands of years. And it is also
can never
proof mat the f
take sway any of our power, or who we
,'family.'
a people, a culture,
are
5-

alma s systems
Because of the
I
am
unable
to speak my
imposed on us
language," said Uehueklesaht's Charlie
Coates Sr. "But know, as all people
around this table know, and many more
people throughout this province knows,
that our lads are our lads An offer of
wiih have
not enough. Our
been extremely generous to the
1

Ili

continued on page 8
human genome project, and protecting
Aboriginal people from unethical
research practices. Larry asked for the
table's support in having the next
research workshop in Nuu -chah -ninth
territory, which was endorsed by

delegates.

year.
The CHS budget will not be receiving
any Increaea from provincial and
federal this year, so program corm.
sions will be extremely difficult. Helen
reported on all the meetings Nat have
happened throughout Nuu chah nuhh
-

aht over the past few months, and
informed the table on the many meetings coming up over the next few
ms.
Helen offered updates on all the various
CH5 programs including Education, the
Healing Project, and finance issues.
Lary Baird joined Helen in reporting

recent meeting at the University of
British Columbia that focussed on the
Nuu- chah -nulth 'Had Blood" story, the
on

is

a

wonderful crab lunch, Education Program Manager Blair Thompson
reported on developments within his
department including Local Education
Agreement negotiations, and various
initiatives to encourage scholastic
participation and excellence.
Irene Robinson reported on the 20'^
Annual Tlu -piich Games, saying the
games committee has met to try and
figure out why attendance numbers have
been decreasing for the past few years
culminating in record low attendance
this summer. Efforts will be made to
address all possible issues of concern

After

a

summa
The able then went into an incomes
'on for the remainder of the day to
session
discuss sensitive personnel issues.
The next NTC meeting will be the
Annual General Meeting at Met Meths
November 15 to 17, 2001.

NUU-CHAH -NULTH TRIBAL COUNCIL

TOLL

FREE

NUMBER

1- 877 - 677 -1131

.

Nuu -chah -nulth Leadership have now
established a toll free number to assist membership
with any question they may have regarding treaty
related business.

1
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Fisheries BC

Government releases report on

ca- ca -tuk

Escaped Atlantic Salmon

Benthic Effects of Salmon Farms
By Dr. Don Hal(
NTC Fisheries Program Manager

Ministry of
Air
Protection
released
Water, Land and
On August 280, the BC

upon

of salmon

farms on
the bottom area beneath the net pen
cages. The report presents disturbing
preliminary data on the negative effects
of salmon farms on the benthic (baton)
habitat beneath and adjacent m salmon
pens. Government eluctantly released
Me report afterna Access to Inhumation
request for the report was Flied by the
David Suzuki Foundation.
The government required salmon farm
companies to collect specific data that
would provide Information about the
habitat under the salmon farms. Most
of the salmon farm companies hired
biological consultants to do the data
collection. The important data included
measuring
taring total sediment sulfide,
owdniomeArhion potential (redox),
zinc and copper from samples collected
in the mid and sand sediment at
distances of 0, 30, and 100 meters from
the net pens above.
The total sulfide analysis and redox
are key to determining
theorganic waste loading of the fish
farms on the habitat underneath the net
pens. If the amount of organic waste
from fish loco and uneaten food pellets
mutates on the bottom at rate
faster than benthic organisms can
handle, the decay of the waste products
uses up all Me oxygen in the near
bottom water. The result is new set of
benthic organisms that can live in the
water without oxygen. These organisms
produce hydrogen sulfide as
byproduct of their breaking down the
organic waste in the sediment under the
salmon farms. Hydrogen sulfide smells
like rotten eggs, and in sufficient
quantity is toxic to many sea creatures,
including the salmon in net pens above
Me anoxic waste. Redox measurements
confirm the anoxic (without oxygen)
conditions under the net pens.
Some farm sites are located over hard
bottom that prevented sediment sampling. For these sites, a video survey
required. Environmental monitor ings data, either chemical measurements
or video surveys, were submitted for 94
fish farm sites. Video surveys were
conducted at 29 of these sites (31%).
For this preliminary government report,
Ministry staff adopted high threshold
levels for determining the severity of
on effects

the benthic impacts. The report states
that
sediment free sulfide thresh-

the

olds were not derived as scientifically
defensible objectives, protective of the
environment." The threshold levels
chosen were conservatively high,
purposely to avoid arguments from the
salmon farming industry that there was
any question of environmental effect
being measured.
Of the 94 sites complying with reporting requirements, 50 farms were
classified as "acceptable ". Thirty sites
were classified "potentially impacted"
for exceeding individual or combination
thresholds for sulfides, redox, copper,
zinc. orindustrial debris from fish farm
s (e.g., feed bags observed in
surveys).
Fourteen salmon farms
video
were classified as -probably impend-,
or exceeding even higher thresholds of
sulfides, redox, zinc and copper.
Of the 30 "potentially impacted" fish
farms, 7 are fish farms in Nuu -chahnulth telitory (loss Passage, Obstruction Island, Fortune Channel, Bedwell
Sound, Binns Island, Dixon Bay, and
South Shelter, all in Clayoquot Sound).
Of the 14 "probably impacted" fish
farms, 5 are fish farms in Nuu -chahnulth territory (Jane Bay in Barkley
Sound; Indian Bay, Bowden Point and
Westside Bedwell Sound in Clayoquot
Sound; Hohoae Island in Kyuquot
Sound).
(n bTal, I of the 34 salmon farm in
Nuu- chah-nulth territory were classified
ass either "potentially impacted" (7) or
-probably impacted" (4).
The Ministry news release that accompanied the report release seemed to
ignore the serious scontent and problems
identified in the report, with
implying that expansion of the salmon
fanning industry will proceed, despite
n real concerns raised in the
report
The full report, -A Preliminary Review
of Chemical and Physical Data for
V2000 Interim Monitoring Program" is
mailable on the Miasma at him://

a

By Denise Ambrose
Central Region Reporter

-

Atlantic caught Oct. '98, in
Tranquil Creek, Tia- o- qui -aht First
Nations territory
channel from Ahousaht.
Evans Thomas of Ahousaht caught an
estimated fourteen Atlantics that day.
He kept only four, turning them over to
Ahousaht Fisheries staff. These fish are
being retained in Ahousaht until a
decision is made about where to send
the specimens.
On September 25 three more Atlantics
were observed in the Croce River.
Andrew Thompson reports that the
epees are adult salmon ranging in
weight from three to seven pounds and
that most are silver in colour.
Thompson says that more surveys will
be concluded in the near future. In the
meantime he will be seeking govern.
ment funding in order to contract a
capture crew to remove the Atlantics
from the Riven. Ile added that it would
be best to wait 'a couple of weeks' to
ensure that the Mania, that are
heading for the rivers get a chance to

Four Atlantics that are being held in
Ahousaht. They were caught by

urrPe
PNA representative, Kevin Onclin,

Ahousaht fisherman, Evans Thomas.

could not be reached for comment.

Fisheries and Oceans Canada

II

PUBLIC NOTICE
NOTICE TO SHELLFISH HAREVSTERS

SANITARY WARNING
Effective 01:00 September 15 to November 15, 2001, the following Subareas of
Barkley Sound (Subareas 23 -3, 23-4, 23.5, 23 -6, 23 -9, SLIP and a portion of 238) will be closed to the harvest of all bivalve shellfish due to detection of faecal
contamination n the area
Subareas 23 -9, X23 -10 remain closed to the harvest of all bivalve shellfish.
Subareas 23 -1 to 23 -8 remain closed to the harvest

of bnnerelams

and Scallops

only.
By order:
Fisheries and Oceans Canada
September II. 2001
PSP Notice 01 -07
If you have any questions regarding this closure please contact the Fisheries end
Oceans Canada office in Port Alberni at (250) 724 -0195.

Hydro has installed a wind monitoring
tower at Great Central Lake near Port Alberni.
Equipment installed on this tower will collect
wind data over the next year, which BC Hydro
staff will analyze to determine the potential for
wind as a future energy source in this location.
Preliminary results will be assessed in fall 2002.
BC

Hydro would like to thank the Hupacasath
First Nation for their assistance with tower
installation and maintenance.
BC

Tashwin

BRAKER & CO.
l Barristers & Solicitors

Resource Management Ltd.

]

5233 Hector Road
P.O. Box 1160. Port Alberni
B.C. V9Y 2M1
Phone: 723 -1993 - - Toll free 1- 877 -723 -1993
fax: 723 -1994

Personal Injury litigation, Including motor
vehicle accident in
claims

Pacte 5

WIND MONITORING TOWER INSTALLATION

Clayoquot Sound Approximately one
hundred escaped Atlantic salmon were
discovered swimming up four different
river systems from September 22nd to
25th. Andrew Thompson of the Atlantic Salmon Watch program reported that
swim crews working under contact to
DFO's West Coast Vancouver Island
Chinook Assessment Program first
discovered 34 adult Atlantic salmon in
the Bedwell River. Thirty -one Atlantics
were observed in the adjacent Onus
River the same day.
The closest salmon farm to these rivers
is Pant. National Aquaculture's
(PNA) Bare Bluff site. In the last issue
of the Ha- Shilth -Set, Kevin Oncdn of
PNA reported that seven Atlantics
escaped from this site in mid -August.
The same crews surveyed Moyeha
River the following day and discovered
fourteen escaped adult Atlantics.
Meanwhile, further down Herbert Inlet
a local fisherman is trolling across the

erne

ns.htm. The news release
region
that accompanied the report is available
at hop: / /wwwenv.gov,boca/main/
news el.htm.
A final report summarizing other data
collected by the fish farms and results
of a focused study ot'6 fish farm sites
will be released at later date when
analyses are complete.

-

Public Notice

Discovered

in Clayoquot Sound Rivers

1

clog, bc.Pri

- October 4. 2001

P.O. Box 1385, 5000 Mission ROad
Phana

fret 7zn 0301Faw (e5ai zo.oes

information on BC Hydro's green
energy projects, visit our Web site at
www.bchydro.com/power_futu re.
For more

information on this wind
monitoring installation, please contact:
For more

Glenn Erho, Manager,
Wind Resource Monitoring,
604 -528 -1411 or
email: glenn.erho @bchydro.com

Information collected through this project will
contribute to BC Hydro's wind energy program
on Vancouver Island.
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All Ucluelet First Nation Members

NOOTKA AND KYUQUOT SOUNDS OPENED

Invited to Monthly Community Dinner

TO SHELLFISH FARMING

By Denise Ambrose,
Central Region Reporter

-Mad.

Inansoo
of Ucluelet First
Nation gathered at the community hall
on Tuesday, September 25, in what is to
be the first monthly community dinner.
Ucluelet member, Ed Mack, along with
assistance of other members planned the
dinner in an effort to bring the community together to share fun times. "All
too often the only time we gather as a
community is at funerals," said Mack.
Tyson Touchie, MC for the evening
welcomed everyone by saying, -Wean
having this dinner tonight just to enjoy
each others company."
Ucluelet youths were more than happy
forme opportunity to serve Meir elders
and helped out anywhere they could.
During and after dinner, Me people
were
fined by the musical talents
of Kaila' Marie Mack on keyboard and
Cathaìno Taylor on saxophone.
Ed Mack introduced special guests
including the two newest Ucluelet
RCMP mambo'. Chris and Dawn, who
shared their backgrounds, adding that
they welcome this opportunity to sit
down and share a meal with the community.
The dinners are intended to be a

PAFC
By David Winchar
Saatbern Region Reporter

Pon Alberni

With

a

vehicle for encouraging a happy corm
nity spirit, "Everyone, regardless of
his or her education or age has something to contribute in our nation. The
people who made this evening successful range in age from seven to seventyseven. Our elder Vernon Ross felt this
evening was a time to contact with
friends and relatives that we never We
time io visit.
There are so many to thank for their
contribution to the community dinner.
Ed Mack wishes to thank Chief Ron
George for providing the fish; Elder
Vernon Ross for providing side dishes;
Rose Wilson, Geraldine Touchie, Tyson
Touchie, Anita Chadeson, Brad
Clayton, Tracey Little, Kirk McCarthy,
Gillian George, Lyle Clutesi, and Karen
Severinson for food preparation. "I
know that those people that helped out
love home as much as do," added
Mack.
While not all community members
1

attended the event, organism hope that
all Ucluelet -, regardless of where they

live, know that they are more than
welcome to participate in future dins. The next dinner is scheduled for
Tuesday, October 23. For those
wishing to donate food, assistance or
ideas comet Ed Mack at 726 -5422.

holds
AGM
r, -r

warming display

of traditional Nuu- chah -nulth protocols,
the Pon Alberni Friendship Centre held

y`

h

their Annual General Meeting in their
gymnasium on Tuesday, September
25".

r

The evening began with introductions
of staff and board members before a

wonderful presentation ceremony put
on by PAFC Drug and Alcohol Counsellor Gordon Fuller.
Fuller, a Cree -member from Northern
Alberta who has spent most of his life in
Port Alberni, presented a series ofgi Its
to the Friendship CentreA couple of yeah ago, a couple of
drums were stolen from the Friendship
Centre which changed the atmosphere
at the Friendship Centre and the sierra
feeling of security," said Ron Hamilton,
who spoke on behalf of Fuller. "This
man wants to make things right again
It presenting you with two new drums
for the Friendship Centres display

e:'
rd

he Said

Tatoosh spoke for PAFC Executive
Director Cindi Stevens in thanking
Gordon and Ron for their work at
snaking things right and by using
raditional teachings to do so.
Fuller also presented Stevens and the
Friendship Centre with a large Pookmis

Maternal Aunt (reference),
Maternal Aunt (address),
Great Grandfather (reference) Gr at Grandmother (reference),
Older Stbling(mde/femde)-

Younger brother (mMdf

de)-

those who are interested in this
environmentally sustainable industry to
move
and apply fora shellfish
tenure in the next five weeks," said

Hagen "We are committed to processing all those applications within at
months in time for operations to begin
next spring."
Hagen said the first tenures awarded
will sustain 50 jobs and generate Sot
million worth of production yearly in a
region that has suffered a recent
economic downturn. "We believe this
is only the beginning for this industry in

today"

this area," he said.
He also applauded the contribution of
the Nootka Sound resource board and
the community -based shellfish steering

The approval of both the Ministry of
Agriculture, Food and Fisheries and the
British Columbia Assets and land Corp.
is required; this will be managed

committee, which Included local
government and First Nations.
"Through the steering committee, local
communities helped decide which areas
could be farmed, how fast the industry
would be allowed to develop, and what
criteria would be used to choose
applications," he said. "The resource
board provided valuable input on the
region's overall growth strategy."
"This is good news for British Columbia," said John van Monger. agriculture,
food and fisheries minister. "This
resource sector will now be able to
move forward, creating economic
opportunities and jobs for British

through a single process by the Provincial Shellfish Unit. Applications
receive an extensive review by all
appropriate federal,, provincial and local
government authorities. The Nanaimobased unit will accept applications for
Nootka and Kyuquot sounds until Oct.

-

Colombians."
The Moveachaht/Mealalaht First
Nations, Ehattesaht Tribe and Kyuquot/
Checklaet First Nation have signed
agreements with the province providing
them with opportunities to develop their
own shellfish operations.

e Mayor Doyle Crawford said
Gold River
residents believe the waters in Nootka
and Kyuquot sounds provide renewable remora capable of sustaining a
large, would class shellfish industry.
"Soon Nootka -Kyuquot shellfish will be
as
cognized for quality as PEA.
mussels and Chesapeake oysters are

By Denise Ambrose,

to fell her that the weather gets worse in

Carnal Region Reporter

the winter!"
Louie added that he hoped that the
new arrivals would find a way to enjoy
nd connect with the community
atmosphere in Ahousaht, adding that
Ahousahts are proud of their communay spirit.
Also at the welcome dinner were
Ahousahts newest RCMP member,
Constable Greg Blain and his wife
Glenda. Blain explained that he is
originally from the Ashcroft Band of
Shuswap. Ile and his family, including
sons, Jason, 12, and Kyle, 11, come to
Ahousaht from Blain s last port in New
Aiyansh.
Ahousaht council member, Luke Swan
welcomed the Blain family to the
community with his usual brand of
humour. He told a story of Blain's
arrival in one weal coast community
here he became involved in a discussion about geoducks. When asked if he

-

Ahousaht Community members
gathered at the Thunderbird HaII on
September 20 for a potluck dinner to
welcome new people to the village.
The start of a new -drool year signals
the return of teachers back from their
summer
Many faces are
familiar, but same
some are new.
Last year several teaches at
Maagtusiis School went on to new
places and new experiences, leaving
spaces for new people.
The new
hers are Albert Bower, kindergarisn: Coral Bell, grade I; Inge
Sigurdson, grade 5; Bev Nelson,
grade]; Richard Peak. math/computers,
Isabelle de Vaunts. . French /co-op
Jerry Perry, cooped. and Emily
Charlie, co-op ed.
The last two new teachers are from the
community and they join eighteen other

d:

.

31.

bezel /of14.Shihh -S I would
like to apologize to my uncle
Morris Sutherland on my recent
submission of an article in which 'made

Gf

On

'stake. The article is the recent wed-

a

ding of Brenda and Sam Johnson at
Yemen. I gave acknowledgement of a
song that Kelly holm and the singers sang
a song "playing in the waves" which was
composed by Tim Sutherland. The song
composed by Mortis Sutherland and
the song is "playing with the waves..
Again I sincerely apologize for my mistake to Morris and his family.

411b,
CLAY0900T"

T

mask to add to the cultural items that
adorn the entrance and hallways of the

Friendship Centre.
After the ceremony, newly elected Port
Alberni Mayor Ken McRae spoke to the
many people gathered in the gymnasium
saying he plans to better the involvement
and lines of communication between the
City and it's many First Nations residents.
A new Friendship Centre Board was then
elected. They are: Edward Tatoosh, Violet
Wisher, Tim George, Ben David, and
Irma Bos all Two -year terms). and Ray
heltcher Jr., Deb Atleo, Melissa limn. and
George Clutesi (One-year terms), as well
as Youth Representative Caroline
son (One, cat term).

albs. uita
fGnem
Cw e

Ya

I

I

at "ksak7umaa fum7is
wa'igsat

now`.

male. nails
m'aamiigsu

y'uk-iigsu

Submitted for haasitsa by Dave Watts, c`i"saa7ath

PRESENTS

c..uwaw.r

L neawrua.

J

"How to live sustainab/y..a
BRIAN NATrRASS TO SPEAK ON

The Natural Step
Thursday, October 25, 2001
Long Beach Golf Course, Conference Centre

7pm

lamp

nistakSin
atigsagas

Prerud Aunt (address)-

"I Invite

Community Members

ba
Ahousaht

leaches /stall. members that recently returned

- 9pm

locals that are on staff at the school.
Maagtusiis School employs approx.
34 teachers, administrative and

Guy Louie, Ahousaht Council, welcoved all new P o P le to Ahousaht
including new teachers. an RCMP
member, Ahousaht members that
returned home and new babies. Ile said
that coming to a remote
that he any
unite like Ahousaht w
would come
shock for some and that the
as m ware shack
locals understand thin. He told a awry of
Bing some new teachers on the boat
ring their first trip to the community,
"I saw now teach on the boat and
didn't want
she looked kind of scared.

aput&clavoouotblosphere.orq.

Constable Blain and his wife

WC Disability Access Committee would like to send out a
special Invitation to the Central Region Tribes, leadership,
membership and staff to pin us for a Region Information Session:

*

Oct 11th & 12th
Ucluelet Band Community Hall
9:00 - 3: 00 PM
Lunches will be provided on both days

During the two day sessions we will have guest speakers who are tieing with a
disability, door prizes and presentations on the non- insured health benefits (dental, optical act.)
Please come out and have fun, voice your concerns, gather information on how
to access services and how to deal with your disability.
at the
office 724 -3232.
Deb
For more information

corns

We look forward to seeing you!
-

Foxe.

Choo!

Forest Pilot Agreement Signed
with Ministry of Forests
Today the Bamfleld Hlm-dt-ehl Corm
unity Forest Society (BHCFS) olIt.ally signed their Community Forest
Pilot Agreement with the Ministry of
Forests capping over three years of
volunteer efforts by dedicated commapity residents. This agreement signifies
the amalgamation of a broad spectrum
of coastal community interests Sc they
relate to local resource management
issues.

The signing ceremony occurred at the
House of the HUD- ay -aht First Nation
where a recent repatriation of traditional
welcome figures commemorated the
continuing revival of the Huu- ay -ahl
culture.
The Bamfleld Huu- ay -aht Community
Forest encompasses 419 hectares of old growth western red cedar and hemlock
(rent situated on the southern exam of
Barclay Sound on the West Coast of
Vancouver Island The Bamfleld Huu ay-aht Community Forest Pilot Project
Agreement is one of the initial four
Community Forest Pilot Projects
awarded in principle in lune of 1999.
These Community Forest Pilot Agreements are the newest form of provincial
fore
tues available in over 50
years.
lira Levis, BHCFS Board member and
Regional District Director for Bamfleld
believes that "this Agreement will assist
with she diversification of the local
economy, offering increased opportunities in tourism, recreation, research,
education, training and smallscale

industry.
"1 believe this Is an excellent example
of how First Nations and remote
communities can effectively collaborate
to achieve common goals. This Community Forest harmonises the environmental, social and economic objectives
of local residents and will enrich our
.mmunities' development" said Heath
Krevesky, Co -Chair of the Community
Forant Advisory Committee.
"This isn't just about harvesting timber.
It is about community control over local
resource developments where before we
were largely excluded and innovation
aren't
was stunted. Our
we
iman
a
short of capable people.
have informal advisors and contributors
round the proving." said Dennis
Morgan, Co-Chair of the Community
Forest Advisory Committee.
The BHCFS has a number of active
educational participants including the
Bamfieid Community School, the
School for Field Studies, (an interna t
environmental education
with a Bamfleld Centre),
organisation
tonal
and the Bamfleld Marine Sciences
Centre, a consortium of Western
.

The

Coauthor of the book The Natural Step

...ability

old.)

NOTICE TO CENTRAL REGION

Mantas:

For Business. Corporations have
routinely had difficulties incorporating environmental concerns Into business
activities. But corporate executives from IKEA and other front running
companies have regarded the challenge of
as an opportunity to
gain competitive advantage, reduce costs. increase employee morale, and
stimulate innovation while improving the health of both biosphere and people.
Learn how The Natural Step theory works and how you can practice
stainability in your own lives.
Tansportalen will be provided from both Toff. and Ucluelet To RSVP or to
arrange for free transportation, contact the CBT
726 -471 S or

knew what goeducks was, Blain apart
ally answered, "Sure, I saw some
flying around," (Most west coasters
know that a goeduck is variety
The evening ended with the teachers
each introducing themselves to the
community.

1

All local residents and members of the public welcome!
Guest Speaker Brian

home

and Constable Greg Blain.

they staff.

Some phrases in the Nuutaan'ut language
(refereoe)-

day.

Community leaders also welcomed the
announcement "This is an opportunity
for our Nuu- chah-nulth First Nations
and other communities to diversify our
economies and provide jobs in the
Nootka- Kyuquot region:" said Archie
Little, northern co-chairman of the Nuu chah-nulth tribal council. "We look
forward to the review of the tenure
applications by the community steering

ha-ho-pa
Ahousaht Welcomes Newest

numb

NUU- CHAH-NULTH LANGUAGE
Paternel Aunt

Ill

GOLD RIVER Store than
hectares in Nootka and Kyuquot sounds
arc open for shellfish farming applies.
moos. Sustainable Revere Management Minister Stan Hagen announced

Education -

Bamfleld Huu- ay -aht Community

fils

Canadian universities (Universities of
Victoria, British Columbia, Simon
Fraser, Alberta and Calgary). Preliminary research projects in the Commcity Forest have included such topics as
remain Ecosystem Mapping, timber and

non-timber inventoried community
surveys and stream and fish assess-

mitts.
"We are striving to develop an interneions, recognised
co
community forest.
Our Innovative forest practices will
protect the thousands of culturally
modified trees within the landbase
while sustaining the ecological integrity
and diversity of the forest resources.
One of our visions is to promote the
traditional interactions ofoaa.ay -ahl
people within the community forest
landbase. Showcasing 560 year old

culturally modified trees

an excellent
way to stimulate cultural tourism," said
Larry Johnson,
ouse. Firs
Nations Forestry Liaison and President
of the BHCFS.
Lodge owners in Bamfleld support the
development of the cultural, ecological
and recreational tourism industries
through the establishment of trail
whists within the community forest The historic "Life Saving Trail" already
bisects the community forest and links
the Pacific Rim National Park's west
a Bay to Bamfleld.
Coast Trail at
Non -timber forest products such as weal
and mushrooms offer further opportunities, as does the proposed addition ofa
canopy platform to allow visitors access
to the forest heights. The presence of
premium grade timber provides excellent value -added manufacturing potenrial. Forest Renewal BC has provided
funding to the BHCFS to commission a
business potential assessment to examMe the myriad economic opportunities
that can b associated with the Community Fore
Challenges to the success of the Community Forest include its relatively
mall landbase (419 hectares), a low
gross timber volume per hectare
(around 475 m3Meoare), high coastal
stumpage levies, prevailing market
conditions and logging costs. The
principle obstacle of the BHCFS will be
to balance development costs against
low annual harvest levels.
"It's a new beginning, and we have a
long ways go. We would certainly
welcome any contributions from those
interested in assisting us to achieve our
objectives." Bob Baden, Director
BHCFS.
For more information on lac Bamfleld
Huu -ay -ant Community Forest contact
Dennis Morgan al (250) 728 -3151 or
Heath Krevesky at (250) 728 -3333.
is

Hesquiaht Band Meeting
The next general band meeting of membership has been scheduled for the following dates:
Saturday, October 13, 2001 - Somas- Hall 9:00 a.m. start
Sunday, October 14, 2001 Port Alberni Friendship Centre 9:00

-

-

start
Agenda items may be forwarded, in writing, to the Council Secretat), for inclusion in band meeting kits.
Lunch and dinner will be provided on Saturday and lunch on
Sunday.
"There will also be a bi- election scheduled for October 13, 2001
to fill a vacant councilor seat. A resignation was received and
accepted at the September 7, 2001 Chief and Council meeting. ""

1
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Attention Area

F

of the Area F Clam Manage mans Board and the Ka:ytrideh/
On behalf

Chcktles7et'h First Nation, Area
33

F

licensed clam diggers are advised that
there is an opportunity fora limited
umber of interested Area F licensed
diggers to participate in a depuration
harvest in Cachalot Inlet in Area 26.
This harvest is conducted under ajoint
venture agreement between the

Clam Harvesters
to the board upon application and is non
refundable.
Any Area F licensed harvester who is
interested in this opportunity, hold a
valid 2001 Area F clam harvesting
license, submit their name, clam license
umber, current phone number and the
$20.00 foot to:

Clam Management Board
c/o Darren Deluca
Regional Aquatic Management

Area

Kavu:kTh /Chektles7et% First Nation
registered depuration facility.
This opportunity is in a remote area
with a limited harvest. The Board and
Ka:yu:k'i h/ Che:ktles7et'h First Nation
and
(

a

maximum of 4 Area
F licensed harvesters from other than
the Ka:yu:k'fh Chaktles7edh First
Nation (including non native harvesters)
have agreed that

a

may participate.

This fishery is anticipated to take place
on one tide cycle between mid October
and early December 2001. Harvesters
can only expect approximately 3 or 4
of digging in order to achieve the
quota. Successful applicants will be
responsible for their own transportation,
accomodation and miscellaneous costs
in tending this harvest. They must
operate under the direction of the
designated harvest supervisor and
accept harvest arrangements as negotiated under the joint venture.
Due to the complicated nature of the
administration of contaminated harvest
licenses, the Area F Clam Management
Board requests that a $2000 fee be paid

ys

F

Society
B-3019 4° Ave
Port Alberni, B.C.
V9V 268
ph: 250-724-6244
fax:250- 724 -7168
Interested license holders must apply to
Me above contact in writing and Include
the fee. Cheques or money orders
should be made out to Regional Aquatic
Management Society. Only applications received by 1600 his October 5,
2001 will be considered. If more than 4
applications are received a lottery will
be held to identify 4 participants. Only
the successful applicants will be
notified. Successful applicants will be
required to ensure their attendance at
the first fishing day. There area number
of conditions to harvesting in this
depuration fishery and details will be
supplied to the successful applicants at
a later date. For further information
please coral Roger Dunlop, Co Chair,
Area F Clam Management Board at 1250- 283 -2012.

Northern Region News
By Jack F. Look
Northern Region Reporter
Watch lora upcoming article on the
election of the Northern Region Cochair position. Each of the candidates,
Archie Little, Jerry lack and Dawn
Amos will be requested to answer
questions
regard to the upcoming

election.
There

for the

will

n

be a

treaty update meeting

Ka:'yù'x't'h' / Che:ktles7et'h'

members who live away from horn at
Campbell River. It will be held at the

United Church at FOR pm as well
]:00 pm on October 9°, 2001.
On October 11 °, 2001 Archie Little
also mentioned there is a meeting with
the Shank. First Nation and the Area
"F' clam management board. This
nearing is scheduled in Port Hugs.
On October 13. and 14'", 2001 the
Ehattesaht First Nation is having their

Annual General Meeting for their
membership. It is scheduled e the
Thunderbird Hall in Campbell River.
On Saturday the 13 °, 0 2 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 m
and goes to 7:00pm with breakfast ,
lunch and dinner provided Sunday it
0

starts at

8:00

0

am and goes to

0

500 pm

with breakfast and lunch provided.
Tentatively the First Nations Education
Liaison Committee is also scheduled to
meet in Gold River. It is scheduled for
October 156. 2001.
The Ka'yu:'x't'h' / Che:k'Oes7et'h'
will be having a very important meeting
sometime in the near future to discuss
their constitution. No date has been set
yes but watch for this announcement in
the near future.
Reminder to all First Nations offices,
staff and council members, if you have
an
or meow lease
feel 1free to contact me as it could be
included in the Northern Region News.

Nootka Resource Board
Public Meeting: Wednesday, October 10, 2001
Time: 9:30 a.m.
Community: Tsaxana
Place: Administration Building

Treaty Planning

Wayne Lord. Ml: c/o 283 -2015
Tom Paler, ben. DIR Kyuquol
Sharon Dore
tel: 700 -0155:

fax 2832335
tel.

3348438

Ma4716 -4150

...

reforms will be adopted.
As the meeting drew to a close, there
was a general recognition that treaties
were achievable, but Nations were not
going to accept less than they already
have.
"We can get an acceptable treaty. l
firmly believe that," said Southern
Region Co-chair Richard Watts. "But if
the government is not prepared to offer
treaty that goes a little further than the
Supreme COBB. decisions mete. First
Nations already have, then what's the
point. If we can't negotiate a treaty that
will stand up in the courts 300 years
born now, and if we can't negotiate a
treaty that allows us our fair share of
access to resources within our Hti wiih's
man what's the point, In
the 1050's we had a 100% employment
communities and all people
and comodmitti
the west coast
beneficed; not just our communities.
still believe that we can amain a treaty
that allows our future generations a
meaningful and valuable role, and
whether the best route to that is through
negotiation or litigation t don't know.
But I do know re's
melting worth
fighting for," he said.
Tseshaht interim Chief Negotiator Dave
Watts presented an overview of his
Nation's dismay over the federal
government's fisheries offer in the APP.
According to Dave, the proposal fails to
mat future or even current needs of the
Nation. The document, which
Tees
also rovers Tseshaht needs for habitat
protection, restoration and management,
also proposes cleat allocation numbers
needed for all species over the next 50
years.
Due to a technical problem with the
audio -s
equipment, the meeting was
adjourned shortly after lunch. The next
treaty planning meeting will be on
October 17. and IS. al a location still to
be determined.

file have to have

our internal house in
order before we can meet with the
governments;" said Tseshaht's Willard
Gallic. "We have to have a clear
agenda, and hopefully we can go into it
all together. I don't feel comfortable
ting until we're
going into
with
all
our
issues
here, because
dean
otherwise well be playing right into
their hander
Tensions and frustrations over the
unresolved split between the so-called

...thee,

a

sans

are

1

"NÓ' Naha have become
visible over the pat f meetings
and

and numerous negotiators spoke on the
need for increased internal dialogue and

commitment

o resolving

3

government.
According to Cliff AM, Jr, much
work has been done by many individuals and groups on listing various options
valuable to the treaty table, but the time
has come to seriously examine the
options and decide on how negotiations
will continue and what new system

Wars

Yes"

continued from page

treaty process and his refusal to discuss
important parts of treaty such as self

muthnee for more than 200 years. It
is now time for the province and the
_
that
federal government to recognize
in
an
generosity, and to negotiate
appropriately honourable manner that
allows us to share in the wealth of the
resources that are ours in the first
place,' said Charlie, who went on to
offer a long, well thought -out analysis
of the past, present and future developu-ninth treaty.
areas in the Nuchar
The second day of the Treaty Planning
meeting at the Victoria Italian DaVinci
Centre began with a prayer from
Nuu -char -ninth member
Hisink
Hudson Webster, who asked the Creator
for guidance during these discussions,
and protection of Nuu- chah-nulih
people who are not well.
NTC Treaty Manager Cliff Atka Jr.
presented a summary of a recent
meeting with B.C. and Canada asking
fora main table or Tripartite Standing
Committee (TSC) session lobe arranged

all outstand-

ngis
"We can't keep meeting like this and
rehashing the same debates," said
Northern Region Co-chair Archie Little.
"If we're going to move forward we
have to focus on what nods to be done
and then do it. Otherwise we're going to
leer going around in circles."

al

Tseshaht's Darleen Watts reported on a
ant brainstorming session on what
needs to happen for the table to move
forward The review, being undertaken
y the Communications working group,
recommended that the table seriously
consider direct anion strategies in the
face of BC Premier Gordon Campbell's
statements about a referendum on the

Members
living in the Campbell River Area:
To Nuu- chah -nulth

Rosie Little, Indian Registry Administrator will be in Campbell River for those
who need to renew their status cards.
Date: October 11, 2001
Place: Kwakiutl District Council
Southem Office

-

Time:

800 -4:30

For an appointment please contact Maggie Jackson @830 -0688.

iztjA Chatwin Engineering Ltd.
Helping To Make Your Communities A Better Place To Live

Topic: Implementation of the Nootka Coastal Land Use Plan

Some of your Nootka Resource Board members am:
Cuts Michael, do Box 40 Zeballos te1332- 5908, 000332.5007 Nuchellahl First
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Specialising In:
Infrastructure
Housing
Physical Development Plans

Nation

MawachahbS0000 alit Firs) Nation
fax: Go 3344358
Area G
Ehel eats First Nation

By Jack F Little
Northam Region Reporter

Tsaxana - Recently the NTC Disability
Access Committee visited the community of Tsaxana. Elder Vi Johnson from
the Mowers. / Muchalaht Fins
Nation opened the mating with a
prayer prior to the scan of the mating.
Acting coordinator for the disability
access committee Deb Poxeroft then
welcomed everyone to the meeting and
also gave brief overview of the
tonal Is, activities to date. She then
introduced who thew
embers
arc from the NTC and they ere: South

i

000hMills from
and Helen Dick from Tseshaht, Northern Region: Sheila John from phanesaht
and Pat Nicolaye from Ka:'yu:'xt'h' /
ern Region Ida

Che:k'Oes7et'h', Central Region: She
Taylor from Garfield and Delores
Bayne from hale wdah.
Deb also mentioned a change in Ike
agenda as Ian Hinksman, one of the
guest speakers was unable to attend due
to a death in his family. A message of
condolence was expressed and asked to
be passed ono Ian on behalf of the
committee and those present at the
meeting. The disability access commit-

follows the following definition of
disability: "As any form of disabling
condition, visible or invisible, or
chronic illness which prevented an
individual from doing things that they
would normally be able to do if they
were in good health -.
There are many forms of disability,
soe we visible and some may also be
visible. A person living with a
disability will have what is referred to
as "good days" and "bad days-. Out of
ignorance, we assume that if someone
looks alright, that they are alright y1.
they may be in a lot of pain, suffering
and discomfort.
There was then a presentation on Non Insured Health Benefits (NIHB) by
Robert Chen. NTC Community and
tee

Human Services (CHO) Program
Supervisor for the NIHB program. The
NIHB program covers prescription
drugs, medical supplies and equipment
authorizations, Optometry services
including eyeglasses, Dental care and
Medical Transportation, and also
Hospital services.
Medial transportation or patient travel
is administered at the community level.
Transportation to medical services will
be approved if the necessary medical
available locally. It is
very important to note that to obtain
medical transportation benefits, there
must be a need for medical mention
that is not available in the community.

a

Optical service was then discussed by
Robert. Ile explained that you are
eligible for new glasses once every two
years. "We do not replace your glasses
if you lose or break your glasses,
however there may be an exception, i.e.
fire or accident" Robert said. NIHB
pays up to $41.20 for the frames and up
to 535.00 for the lens or prescription.
He also said that the average cost of a
frame is about $100.00. For any
additional costs, it is up tore client to
pay anything above the allocated costa.
On the topic of Dental Robert briefly
discussed the NIHB program. Dentures
generally are covered once for every
eight years, however there may be
exceptions. An example he used is that
we have approved dentures in the past
after five years. The Provincial Dentist
Association
s annually to discuss
fees and also increase to fees. On an
average there is an increase of about
Siestas year. Robert also talked brolly
about Hospital service, prescription
drugs, medical supplies and equipment
and the Prescription drugs Exception
process or appeal. "If anyone has any
questions or would like clarifications,
have concerns please call me at the

"We are
family lost the

NTC office. It is also

the council"

.

umber, @

a

toll free

Ron that we all
knew and were
accustomed lo,
a healthy

young man"
Chris said.
Ron has been

involved in e

committee
endorsed by
the Campbell

River mayor
and council
is

the rchairper
chairperson
of the

Campbell
River Access
Committee
which has been
in operation for
eight years
w. "Almost
100% of our

mammas,
dons arc
approved by
said Ron. The

survivor

disabled

really admire him for this"
she said. Ron thanked Pat for the
compliment and then proceeded to talk
about his disability "In 1983 I was In a'
motor vehicle accident which left me
paralysed from my mid - shoulders
down including my bands. I am a
quadriplegic" Ron said. Since then, I
and my family have had to adjust and
adopt a new lifestyle.
I especially would like to acknowledge my family as 100% of my family
supported me in my recuperation and
adjustment that I had to make with my
disability. A special acknowledgement
goes to my mother, Chris Nicolaye who
had to team how to take care of me.
She also needs to be commended and
acknowledged. There are many barriers
that I and anyone with a disability face
such as accessibility, wheelchair access
or not art examples.
One of the biggest adjustments that
Ron had to make was moving away
from home. He had to move to town to
group home away from his communit. Chris, Ron's mother also mentioned that there was a two year dare,.
sion period that he went through. Also
it was a great big adjustment Nat she as
well as all of the family had to make.
I

DEGRUCHY, NORTON

& CO.,

-

committee's

888 -407 -0888" he said.
Pat Nicolaye introduced the next guest
speaker, her nephew Ron Nicolaye
from Ki .yu ern / Che:k'tles70d'h'.
"Ron is a great fighter and great
1

w'

Ron Nicolaye

tre

with employment equity issues to
accessibility for the disabled and
removing barriers in general for the

Cnaiwin Engineering
education
161

is a

CORY MCINTOSH, CGA, CAFM

proud sponsor of the NierichahinultM1 Tribal Council post secondary

Iv,.laso)75a-0f71 Fax: (0501754-4459
pppnm.w lMarro rwn-eiatwip

21.1O

FLOOR,

4445 GERTRUDE STREET,

PORT AI.BERNI,

V9Y 617

B.C.

Bus.: (250) 724 -0185
FAX: (250) 724 -1774

also said

A couple of recommendations Ron
made to the NTC Disability Access
Committee was matt these meetings
chief and council members should he
attending. I also would like to
mend that every home built
should be adapted to hake wheel
chair accessibility for the disabled. "
There is 12% of our population that
are disabled or have a disability" Ron

Ron must be commended for his tireless
and many long hours of work he has done.
His leadership skills are exceptional.
Those of the NTC Disability Access
Committee must also be acknowledged.
Remember, anyone that lives with a
day
disability most live with it 24
and 165 days of the year. Ld us as a
people not take this for grand. We as a
Nation and as families are all effected as

bane

we usually know of someone with a
disability. Keep up the good work Ron
and the NTC Disability Committee.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Johnson family cordially invites our family and friends
to attend a party on:

Saturday, October 20th, 2001
Tsaxana, Wamish Gymnasium
AT: 12:00 NOON
memorial for late Norman Johnson and Josie lack as well as a
Thanksgiving Feast for late Cosmos Johnson and Sam Johnson Sr.
For further Information contact Shirley Michael B (250) 283 -9098
VI Johnson 00 (250) 283 -2107, or Sam Johnson Jn. ® (250) 283 -2695.
It is

a

TSESHAHT MARKET

po

Groceries, Gas bar,
Hot Foods, Snacks
& So Much Morel

JAY R. NORTON, FCGA, CAFM

Business Excellence Awards.

a

cantina deals

Economic Studies
Funding Applications
by

did

presentation and shared his
experience In obstacles facing those with a disability

CERTIFIED GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS

Land Use Plans

Bert Professional company on Vancouver Island

F-mmi. cnanvin®mhurne.romsweasee:

It

Access Committee Visits Tsaxana

DAN LEGG, CGA, CAFM
cnamin Engin0045rt was voted

The Nootka Resource Board offers advice to help: a) protect and restore
the quality of the environment, and (b) secure a sustainable, prosperous
economy -tin the Nootka area Its meeting minutes are available at village
offices, band offices, and libraries in Nootka Sound

NTC Disability

Hours of operation

-

7:00 am

10:00 pm

724 -3944
-mall: tshmkO @uniserve.com
Last Gas on Hwy 4 before the West Coast
E

f

f
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Cultural and spiritual group
gathers in Campbell River
S2.200.00 through venous fundraising
activities said Jim Miller one of the

By Luck F Little
Northern Region Reporter

Members from the Nicolaye family
gather each Tuesday evening to practise
and

1ngs

hsongsal

the Baptist

(Turc gymnasium

Campbell River. Faithfully at about
7:00 pm about 20 to 25 family members
and friends start arriving for an
evening', session to honour their
diedthe
amity's traditional
importance of their culture and also
O

importance of family.

The group has been very active
for the last 2 it years and is
comprised of at least 16 regular
dancers with 4 main singers. This
past summer, the end ¡dish
their group participated in a
recent party for one of the
members of their group, Betty
Nicolaye who hosted a coming of
age party for her daughter
Melissa.
The group has been very active for the
last 2''6 years and is comprised of at
least 16 regular dancers with 4 main

singers. This past summer, the end of
July her group participated in a recent
party for one of the members of their
group, Betty Niwlaye who hosted a
coming of age party for her daughter
Melissa.
Over the last few months, the group has
been very active fundraising for
trip to go to Hawaii in 2002. The
conference is a gathering culled the

mala

"World Christian Gathering of Indigenous People"

)

October S "to
und for Octob
M

is

and is sched-

130, 2002_

CLIP is a billy new organization and
only about 10 years old.

" To date our group has raised

groups members. "We are estimating
the total cost of the nip lobe in the
neighbourhood of E20,000.00 to go to
the conference in Hawaii" Jim also said.
Our goal is to mine about at least
510000.00 through fundraising and the
remaining cons to he contributed by
each of the dancers and singers
The group is very committed in
Practising their culture and look forward to gathering together as a family
and extended family. Ages of the
h
eery between five, eight to

forty years old plus. Each of the mow
bers come from the Nicolaye family
from IÇa:'YU:'xt'n' / Che:x_'desletm,
Late Arthur Nicolaye was very mom
mental in teaching all of the family
embers the songs and dances. The
main singers for the group are Floyd
and Harry Jackson, Jimmy Nicolaye
and Jim Miller.
" One of the main fundraising activities
is the recent composition of a CD called
first
songs
"songs to the

cana

worship" which is bah a
cultural or traditional and contemporary
blended music" said Jim Miller They
are currently working on their second
CD which is scheduled to be out his
winter. If anyone is interested please
anus Jim and Anus Miller at (250)

of praise

and

923 -0531 or email

mdle`am

thin

our

future there will be many
fundraising activities planned by the
group in Campbell River as wallas in
Kyuquot. Garage sales, car washes,
bake sales and .heron anything else are
what the group have planned. They will
be working very hard to amin their goal
for the upcoming conference in Hawaii.
It is good to see the culture practised by
a very committed family, and I would
like to wish the atop success in their
In the near

endeavours.

From the first day July I Oa at 3:30 a.m.
our morning began waking up to a VHF
whore voices were warning the paddlers
of'-Keltsmaht Queen" to get ready to
meet on the beach of Ahousahl.
Originally, I was joining the Quest lobe
volunteer cook and help out as a deck
hand on my fathers boat 'The Valiant'
Leaving Ahousaht !managed to help
myself from getting motion sickness by

gtgm

would
sitting on cow of the boar
scream and yell. to my son Cecil know
was happy for his efforts in pulling.
"Yahoo, you're doing good son! Keep
it up. Mom loves yon". Soon enough
my cheering caught the attention of all
who could hear Guess you could say
kept them awake, "ha he" The girls
Katrina and Regina (I think) end up
sitting with me giggling.
As the paddlers kept up their strength
toward Keltsmaht, I had been asked to
was in
exchange with a new crew.
surprised shock, "me, you want me top"
"I don't know" Danny said, "come on if
you can cheer you can paddle', smiling.
Now this explains why end up being a
paddler.
My son Cecil and had no experience,
did ,mall percentage of others.
Physically I wasn't prepared, Mentally
it drove us to find a sense of peace and
henna). We had soon found way to
forget the city and problems it has.
What we both found as mother and son
s e bond full of self-respect, spiritual
healing, confidence, and strength,
nurturing fulfillment, joy, friendship,
honesty and crust.
The adventure with Mother Nature had
been truly awesome and unforgettable.
With the relatives, family and old /new
friends I fell at home, even on the canoe
and the Iron_
Auntie Greta Charlie you made me feel
like I could jam be myself and not to be
afraid You talked firmly, with honesty,
knowledge and whole- heartedlyl1
Memories on hood or on canoe we
plenty of Kodak moments,
laughter was beard and company was
.ante'! from all of us who were
around you. If we cried you were there
1

1

II

1

1

1

u

to hold and hug and speak as an elder.

Your helping hands for making meals,
or watching for tired paddlers, even to
warn others about the pee -pee

ticket.

Thank you, Kleco Kleco. 1 love you for
making this trip with us.
My son Cecil said he found a grad reunion with relatives and friends. The
cultural event left him to be curious of
the ways of our ancestors. At the same
One. he could just be himself and not
pretend to be someone else he didn't
want to be. He let himself feel like a
teenager with a childlike behaviour yet
he offered and exposed his kindness, his
courage, and his strength that endured
to the final destination. Cecil met
young men he looked up to and seen
them to be like a big brothers he never
had. Cecil Mack Sr., Tommy George,
Murray Jr.. these men inspired him to
hold. to his dignity, his identity, his
inner strength and more. Kleco for
your neverending encouragement.
Special thanks to George his uncle for
his first paddle and the Eagle design on
't. Cecil sends his grandpa Moomuk,
grandpa Murray, Aunt Greta, Sarah,
Rode and Auntie Cathy for their
wisdom and their knowledge of our
traditional, canoeing and our culture.
route of open water and
Thee
coastal landmarks gave my son and I a
lot to discuss. Focusing on the pods of
Grey whales opened our eyes and put
our mood in extreme, moving in
opposite direction showing us their
magnificent strength and there graceful
movements. At moments, their
blowholes would send off had odors as
they
we drew near to their presence.
entertained us, the paddlers would

Coming back to the Valiant they were
told to change clothes. "We women
want anyone to get sick," said Murray
Jr. The energy and enthusiasm was felt
and made our day a happy and excited

t

one

Turning into the Non -Shah -ninth
Committees the welcoming they gave to
the canoeists offered excellent hospitalContinued next page

TIN WIS CONFERENCE CENTRE, TOFINO

By lack F. Little
Northern Region Reporter

Tress.- There was a full house at the
second community dinner horned in
Tsaxana recently. Community members
have decided that on each Monday they
will gather together to share a meal. The
first dinner was hosted at Sam and
Brenda Johnson's home. Jerry lack
hosted the dinner at the

Mow....

Muchalaht Chief and council room at
the band office
The intent of the gallonage is to share
food with each other and bring our
families and community members
closer together. At each gathering Jerry
also has a language class for those
interested in learning their language and
also it is open for the sharing and
singing of songs and dances. Prior to the
dinner, the Mowachaht / Muchalaht
singers sang a dinner song.
After dinner Jerry thanked everyone
for coming to the community dinner and
banked the cooks Ile then acknowledged Hudson and Dottie Savey for
completing their six week alcohol and
drug treatment course recently at Alert
Bay. " want to welcome you home and

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2001
The West Coast Family Festival will provide an opportunity for parents and
kids to exchange information, issues and ideas with local health, social and
educational service providers along with other broader community services that
support families. Its purpose is to strengthen community and regional
relationships, improve access to services in order to better meet the needs of all
west coati families. The theme of this fun and informative event is building on

on

display

at

the

mrnmunity assets and opportunities.
Everyone is welcome - Free admission!
A Networking Reception for loco and regional service providers will take place
on November 2nd from 7:00 - 9:00 pm al Tin Wis Conference Centre.
kueavregional service providers interested in providing able 6von or an
activity for children at the Festival please call Blaine Story at 725 -2272 by

Alberni Valley Museum
through to
December 29, 2001
Entreat thhfascinating 00.10 Pfptdnin
tua

Interac v eahbi from the Maam du

Sandman de Sherbrookq Quebec.

stwrstni
11 v

"

soca! spasuLL:

Ship

Thewe,wattb

4255 Wallace Street
Mon. -Sac. 10 -5, Thurs. 10 -8
723-2181

Tire

h000
Ored
October
refund t'0
1

October IS, 2001.
To attend the Family Festreal and /or Networking Reception please contact
!Mann at 726-4242 to register,
Presented by the Make Children First -West Coast Advisory Committee made ill.
o/u Erma rung, of local and regional service providers dedicated to improving
to children and families. Funding is provided by the Ministry for
Children and Family Development.

congadulme you both for your choice
you made to change your lifestyles" levy
oSeth
said. He then presented them with a gift.
Kelly John expressed his thanks to Jerry
for homing the community dinner. "We
have had. very tough year Ibis year a, we
have lost silos of loved ones in our
communities It also has been a tough
week with who ha. happened in the
United States" Kelly said. Ile also ac-

knowledged and encouraged Hudson and
Dottie to continue on with bettering their
lives." We are starting to sea lot of
changes for don bate. in our communities
and it is a good thing" said Kelly.
Hudson and Dottie each spoke and
thanked Jerry for hosting the community
diner which also served as a borne...
ing for them. "The dinner tonight was
expected, moments like this we sometimes take it for granted" Hudson said. "I
also would like to acknowledge my wife
Dottie for completing the six week
treatment centre. 1 hope we can put the
bad times behind us and I want to say
love you Dane-. Dottie also acknowledged and choked Jerry for the dinner.
She especially acknowledged Vi Johnson
for helping her through the first two
weekends and helping her to not drink. "I
1

e

r:

9
9-'

also wood. like to thank Pat and Rita
Johnson for looking after our seven

4'''',,

1

a

'

L.5

.1r
1

A

F

Steve Howard dancing with Raven Mask prior to presenting to Hudson
and Dottie Savey at Tsaxana Community Dinner
A

Legend, An Experience

Continued
ity, On the campgrounds and at the
halls where a hot meal was served
showed awesome hospitality.
The groups of Ahousaht singers and
dancers both young and old gave the
most unique and
malecultural
would sit and observe
how r the singers would rotate in singing.
The inspiration May exposed made me
get off my seat, made me sing and
dance. The soul of music -theenorstrength shared wish others made
mind my son main re what our corn
unity
When they sing und
dance they bring in the audiences
energy that we absorb from them, just
truly exciting and unfnrgenable. I
especially won't forget the young boys
who gave a performance in both singing
and dancing.
Family, relatives and close friends made
the canoe quest most memorable. With
the skippers fishing, or not, or sometimes too busy with the boat, maintaining, cleaning, or setting out the safety
line. Murray uncle, Johnny John and
foe Campbell, thanks to all of you for
rtcog the canoes you done pretty
good considering we might have been in

off.

the way sometimes.

filo

The cooks'.
Greed and lint.:nin the Valiant, Leona,
Lit and Auntie Sarah on Crystal S. Often
heal

helping hands from paddlers: boys &
girls, Patti, Dorothy, cairn Darlene and
others on the other boat The meals were
good; they gas

c

motivation and
the journey. Truk

us the

energy to continue

to the volunteers on board the boars on
behalf of my son and I.
Eddie Smith, lames Swan, Cecil Mack,
Tommy George, nanny John, Murray Ir.,
Russell Frank, who helped with the
transferring of paddlers. At times it was
just plain calm. Yet they stayed alert and
aware of rough and calm waters. With
their endless efforts to keep up, the men
always shown toupee to others.
I made great friends, got close with
family, shared emirs and offered a hand.
My experience on Canoe Mat shared
hen
ending gratitude. The early
morning
ra
demon nl and the nighttime set
ups, preparing meals and organizing the
awes equipment, paddles, life jackets
wane clothing, etc. The journey
turned out memorable, a lifetime experience for all and yet more to follow.
Plenty of coffee with friends sitting byy t he
comma. or in a home. To
new/old
friends, aunts, uncles, grandma, grand-

1

1

especially the Raven.

If you

need help

and support for your sobriety I am

offering you my support" he said
James Johnson (liggs) spoke on
behalf of the young couple. tool
behalf of my relatives we say kleco,
Mein We are very touched by your

lisps

raven gift you received is one of
power and strength, the raven gives
light," Kelly said.
Beulah Howell, mother of Steve also
spoke. "It is really important to look

1

added. "You, your children and all of
your family are special and it is imlrertant to say love you," she said.
Bruce Mark spoke on behalf of his
nephew and niece. "On behalf of my
nephew and niece I would like to thank
Steve and the Howard family for the
gift and words of advice. We especially

children al n home" Dome said.
Seine Howard was also very moved
and touched by the commitment that
Hudson and Dottie made to change
their lives. He then presented
beautiful Raven mask to the couple.
"1 have been carving for about eight
years and love making masks,

said.
Chief ferry lack did a chant prior to
the handing over of the gift. The
Howard family also blessed the mask
and danced before handing it over to
Hudson and Dottie. Vi Johnson and
Kelly John both spoke about the
significance of what happened end
the gift that was presented. "The

4

f

Steve Howard, Dottie Savey, Hufion booby, Bill and Beaulah
Howard. Steve presented Raven Mask to Dottie and Hudson Savey

gesture"

1
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In Tsaxana

10 look on and paddle.
the
water gathered around
Seals in
pile of rocks peeking there heads in and
out or relaxing on there back... we
made our way through the rocks. The
smell of kelp made us plug our noses.
On one occasion the paddlers, the
youth, asked Murray, if they could go in
for a swim. One at a time,,, one dove
in the crew on the boa would scream

WEST COAST FAMILY FESTIVAL
Campbell River Cultural Group: Family members of the Vicolaye
family enjoy a brief break prior to singing and dancing

-

Community Dinner Hosted

A Legend, an experience: Canoe Quest 2001
By Beverley McMran
Son: Cecil George Creighton

October 4. 2001

-

would like to thank lent' for hosting the
community dinner and homecoming for
Hudson and Dottie" Bruce said. One of
the things I rally enjoy is singing. It
has been a

while since

I sang.

1

also

would like to acknowledge my nephew
and niece for their accomplishment and
especially their sobriety.
The evening concluded with the singers
singing a few songs and Jerry reviewing
last week's language class. Ile encouraged everyone to practise what they
have teamed and to speak. It was
decided to have a Potluck diner the
following Monday. A good time was
had by one and all who were present ao
dinner end looking
forward to the next one. There was a
rang feeling of community, unity Mat
is always present when our culture is
practised and food is shared. too am
looking forward to Monday nights in

...nanny

I

Tsaxna.

after yourselves,
become healthy.
Your children's
health and their
welfare is very
mamma." she
said Make some
your children are
your first priority
and come to

culture nights to
sing and dance.
Laughter is also
very important she

Mowachaht /Muchalaht Singers

pas, elders and nn lookers, Kleco for
giving rrs the opportunity to

toad-

pate in the Canoe Quest 2001 on
board the "Keltsmaht Queer
1 canoe

dug out by Uncle- brother-grandpa
Johnny John Sr. Bless you all and
may the next journey be more memorable and fun. To the ones I traveled
with, your moor hearts and best
wishes to all for the new jaunty with
fundraising and preparation.
Sincerely,
Beverley Mrewan & Cecil Creighton
of Victoria, B.C. Ahousaht lu Nations
People
Thanks to: Leona & Danny (puller.
cook), Murray & Alice (Driver), has
Julia (Cook- babysitted, Johnny John
(Canoe builder), Greta Charlie
(Cook). Lil Webster (cook). Cathy
Thomas and Wally (Niter/Singe),
Swan Jr. (escort on poll).
Melinda & Luke Swan S(PM er ),

Iwo

Role Swn (Cook), Lorraine

John

(donated food), Dad -Chester John Sr.
(Boat owner), Eddie & Annie Smith
Marcie and
(,escort on nurse
Cecil Mack (Puller, escort on boat,
paddle maker), Mary and Thomas
Gorge (puller, escort on boat, paddle
maker), Carol Thomas and Irene
Thomas (wok -driver), Geno & (wife),
Gina & Larry Swan (pullers), George
lohn Jr. (paddle maker). To my lust.
band Craig .McCann for taking care of
our child for 2 weeks, think you no
much host You done a good job!
Thanks to all the young pullers for your
teamwork and efforts to participate on
the Keltsmaht Queen. I had fund with
each and every one of you. God bless
you. Thanks to those who fundraised
and donated food, money, boats, etc. I
hope the involvement and generosity
will always remain strong. (Miss you

all)
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INCIEZZIPMEMID
Dealing with bedwetting

By Marc Lalonde,

Northern Infant Development Worker
Bed wetting is a topic that raises a
lot of feelings, not only for the parents,
but also for children. Let one first state
that children, no matter how old they are,
don't really want to sie their beds. This
is something they are not in control of
and it is often something they are very
embarrassed about. We adults can make
it worse by trying to pressure children
and blaming them for waning the bed.
Urinating (peeing) is happening at night,
while they are asleep, and is not in their

control.

Night-time accidents

are very

common until five years old, and 005
unusual for seven year old children,
especially boys. This is not something
you can teach or vain. in most cases he
will simply grow out of it, if you are
patient. if children are pressured or
embarrassed about their bedwetting, they
will become anxious, which only reads
to more sating
Older children could
be wetting the bed, be.use they are too
nervous, which causes anxiety, which
leads to more we beds. I will explain a
few things to dank about if your child is
older
still bedwetting, 'Meson in .is
article but for now lava stick with the
younger child.
If your child is under eight years
old, and wetting the bed, then relax. If
you can take a ster bask and hook at how
you can help your child through this, then
your child has a beta chance of growing
out of this on his own. Here are some
practical suggestions to think about.
First of all, don't be so quick to
get ride of the night-time diaper. Even
if your child is fully trained during the
day, this does not mean he can control
his muscles when he is asleep. Wait until
he wakes up dry most mornings, and
occasionally wakes up early to usec the
potty. Ile should be able to stay dry.
during the day, for three to four hours at
a time.
But even when these sips are
there, don't be in a hurry to get ride of
the night-time diaper. Ask him if he feels
he is ready, otherwise he may feel this A

.d

too much.
When he is ready to go without a
diaper, make try to cover his mattress

with plastic or vinyl. Small plastic sheets
don't always work, because they tend to
slip
not cover a flooded area. So try
to get a mattress that is completely
.vered, or try to completely cover the
mattress yourself. Once this is done,
reassure him that it is no big deal if he
has an accident Also let him know that
his night cloths can be eerily washed,

.d

even brand new ones.

no

main thing to stay away from
is picking the child up, during the night,
and carrying him to the bathroom. By

doing this you are taking over and not
allowing him to develop the control he
needs. You are not giving him a chance
to develop this skill, beaus" you are
taking the responsibility to wake up and
go to the bathroom way from him.
Not letting children drink at night
can reuse bed wetting, if children are
going to had thirsty and thinking about
water «juice. Certainly you need to
make sure he doesn't drink a lot before
he goes to bed, but do
him have a
drink at night and even a sip or two
before bed.
If he wakes up and needs to pro.
then this is a good sign he is ready.
Having the potty in his room will make
It easier, especially if he wakes up at
night. Remember he is a young child and
may be afraid to get up at night So if
you hare. night-light
a potty in his
room, he will be more likely to use it at
night. He may wake up and call out for
help. Getting out of bed alone, can be
very frightening for young children. If
he cannot call out for help, and expect
to get it, he may not get out of bed until
it is too late.
If your child suddenly starts lo wet
the bed, after he has been dry for months,
Men this may be a sign of stress. A new
baby, moving to a new home, someone
new moves into the home, going to
preschool or school for the first time, or
the death of a family pet are just a few
examples of major stress for a child.
These things may not be a big deal to
you, but they may make it hard for your
child. If there are changes and your child
stans to wet the bed, you can help by
letting him talk about ir Let him know
that changes can be hard, but you will
be there to help him through it.
If your child is eight years old or
older, and still wetting the bed, then there
may be a medical reason for this One
of the first things to do is to seek medical
advise from a doctor. If your child is
not stressed and there is no medical
reason for his wetting, then you need to
be patient in helping him gain control of
this issue. It is something that he can,
and needs to, control. This is not
something you can just fix or force. So
be patient. supportive and loving This
may seem obvious, but children need us
to show them our love, especially during
difficult times like this.
Help him gain some control by
letting him know that he can clean up
after himself. If he wakes up in
wet
bed he can strip his wet cloths and sheets
and toss them in the laundry. Ile can
clean himself up and put on fresh bed
cloths. He can then look for a dry place
to sleep. In the morning tor later that day)
he can help clean the bed and do the
laundry. Don't make this out to be a
punishment, because k is not. This is

I.
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Leggatt Inquiry ..
emotio.I subject in BC. "Salmon
farming has become a major industry in
our province with 50,000 tons of farmed
fish produced
year. We need to find
out if the obvious e.nomic benefits out
weigh the danger to wild salmon and the
envfronmente Ile opened the floor to
witnesses after promising to be objectiThe
The first witness lobe heard was NTC
Biologist and Fisheries Manager, Be
Don Hall. After introducing himself
Hall begsn his presentation by reading
the vision statement of NTC's Fisheries
Strategic Plan. This statement guides
our actions regarding aquatic resources
and it read, -Continent with Nuuchah-nulth knowledge, the Ha'wiih's
Fla-houlthee is managed in a sustainable
roamer and the harvesting of aquatic
resources provides for sustenance,
ceremonial and societal needs. and helps
to provide an economic base to a
healthy community."
Hall continued, "Central to Nuu-chahnulth beliefs are the principles of
Hishultish Ts await and !soak.
Hishokish TOO walk means everything
is one freak means respect. These
phrases embody an understanding that
all things are sacred and nothing is
holated from other aspects of life
surrounding and within it. This concept
contributes to a val. system that
promotes the need to be shifty, not to
be w.teful, and to be totally conscious
of one's actual needs when interacting
with others."
"Nuu-chah-nulth have consistently
maintained that they would not oppose
salmon aquaculture practiced in a
manner that adheres to this vision and
the principles of Hishukish
await
and husk. Nuu-chah-nulth believe that
salmon aquaculture, as currently
practiced using open net cages, is not an
an

It

Ti

sustainable wivivy,
and poses serious threats to human
health, wild salmon, and other natural
aquatic resources."
He went on to describe NTC and
member nation's activities with respect
to the industry over the last several
years. The NTC staff and Ahousaht
represent. es participated as active
members on the BC Environmental
Assessment Office's Salmon Aquacultore Review (EAO SARI. In January
1997 the NTC made 50 recommendations to the SAO SAR. Very few, if

3-

management are required to deal with the children emotional and behaviour problems. For future information call
Anne Dault, USMA Social Worker at 724-3232.

If" t

1

any, of the recommendations have been
implemented, Hall reported.
Included in his presentation was a long
list of reasons Mat the NTC don not
support open net cage salmon farming

including:
¢

the Ask

of disease transfer to wild

salmon
§
harmful effects of fish farm
wattes on the ecosystem
§
killing of marine mammal and
bird predators
harmful effects of acoretie
§
deterrent devices on marine mammals
§
harmful noise efirets of fish farm
operations dial automatic feeders) on
herring and other marine species
establishing populations of
§
escaped farm fish and their progeny that
will compete for food and space and
may genetically contaminate wild
salmon populations
§
Tenures reltsrated renewed
despite First Nation objections. Aboriginal Rights Infringement has never
stopped a fish farm application. BC
applies a very narrow interpretation of
what constitutes infringement.
§
Federal and provincial government monitoring and enforcement of
salmon aquaculture is inadequately
funded, understaffed and too dependent
on industry compliance without verification. EAO SAR re.mmendations to
include First nations in monitoring and
enactment have not been imply.
nwnted
Hall said that the NTC Chiefs have
instructed him to make five more
recommendations to the Legg. Inquiry
on their behalf:
.1.
Closed containment operations
should be phased in for all existing BC
finfish aquaculture sites and to require
that dry new sites use closed oonAinme. technology either on
or land.
2.
Require First Nations approval
for siting new and relocated salmon
farms in order to incorporate sitespecific ecological knowledge.
3.
Where aboriginal rights or title
have been infringed by salmon farm
siting, operations, or other farm-related
effect, compensation must be paid to the
affe.ed First Nation.
4.
Impose a financial penalty for
escaped farm fish payable by the
responsible company.
5.
Review implementation progress

s.

continued on page

.bout him being responsible and
cleaning up after himself. If you are
supportive and patient then he will feel
like he is doing something about this and
gaining some control.
The main
message about
edwetting is that it will only get worse
f the child feels pressured, guilty or
ashamed. The best thing to do is to be

11!-)
Nursing Program
Nun-chah-nulth
LAUGHTER IS GOOD MEDICINE

By

Jeanne.

Watts,

Nursing Supervisor
Yesterday I joined a crowd at the zoo
around an elephant who was out in the
open having his toenails filed. Even
though there was no fence to protect us
from the elephant, I felt secure because
saw that there oars chain around the
animal's ankle. But then I noticed that
the chain was not Fastened to anything.
I became apprehensive.
What if he
suddenly took a notion to attack, to
trample us, to run away, It was a good
thing that the elephant did not realize
what I knew: he was actually free to
escape,
People are like that elephant We are
chained in our own minds. We are held
in bondage by our own distorted self.
image. We have potential for unlimited
achievements. and yet we fail to
recognize our possibilities We choose
It remain captive, doubtful, and
untrusting within the dark prisons of
ourselves. Our captivity surfaces
symptoms indicating a lack of wholeness or ml imbalance of body, mind, and
spirit. There is a growing body of
evidence which links .hritis, headaches, and asthma, for example, with
hidden
guilt, and anxiety.
Norman Cousins, a professor at the
UCLA medical school and so author of
On bestselling Anatomy of an Illness,
is living proof that good medical care Is
1

.

...nano

patient and supportive. Most children
grow out of this by eight years old. If a
child is still wetting the bed after eight
years old, then there is probably
medical reason for this and a Moor
should be involved. Otherwise, let your
child deal with his bed wetting by
allowing him to clean up by himself or
with your help.

Intervention Services"
7:00 pot to 2:00 am -7 days a week

720-6140
This is

Is
a

the After Hours Outreach Crisis Intervention Services?"

program to increase and provide Suppon, Counselling, Media., and
Crisis Intervention on an After Hours Basis.
Office 723.8281 (8:30 to 4:30 pm) Fax: 723-1877
3555
4^ Avenue, Port Alberni. B.C., VOY 4H3
I

-

illnsu.
Part of Norman Cousins' self-healing
included watching funny movies of
people. laughter helps make positive
chemical changes in the body. laugh.
ter, something you do with other people,
e good for the body, mind, and spirit.
So lass keep laughing and my healthy,

l

Central Region Co-chair Nelson Keitlah and
RNABC Vice- Resident Howard Serle

LUPUSis

"What

important, but in the end, recovery
depends upon the patient's realization
of his primary role in his own healing.
Seventeen years ago his doctor gave
him six months to live. Professor
Cousins refused to believe this and
found strength in his own healing
ability. He found that emotions and
feelings of love, hope, faith, joy, and
confidence produce chemical changes
in the body which promote hating
People like Norman Cousins, concerned
with the idea of mind over matter, or
holistic healing, stress the importance of
positive mental attitude. In my
opinion, these advances in holistic
healing are a giant step, but do not paint
the complete picture. Beyond our own
role in self-healing, there is the basic
human need for relationships. How we
relate to each other is a major part of
staying healthy.
When you are with friends that make
you feel good, you do Feel good. When
you are with people that make you feel
worthless. you begin to act worthless
A positive self-image promotes health,
while a negative ...image promotes

17

"After hours Outreach Crisis

Specialised Long Term/
Adoptive Home
The Nuu-chah-nulth Community and Human Services
Program is seeking a permanent placement for 4 siblings.
(Ages
10). Skilled parents experienced in behavioural

continued from page
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Nurses Honoured

By David Witichar
Southern Region Reporter

Ahaswinis - The nursing team of Nuuchahmulth Tribal Council's Community
and Health Services Department were
finally presented with their prestigious
awards from the Registered Nurses
Association of British Columbia

(RNABC).
The ceremony al Hupacasath Hall was
well attended by the families and friends
of the nurses who were being re.gsized for their outstanding contribution
to the health and wellness of the Nu.

chah-nulth communities they serve.
Central Region co-chair Nelson Kedah
opened the luncheon welcoming every-

10

heal a wound that eras prevented

6°

Nuu-chah-nulth people from realizing
their full potential of their health," said
Serle. whose organization represents
more than 35,000 registered nurses in
the province. "They have redefined the
relationship between nurse and client,
and by doing this they have bridged the
cultural gap that has infringed on the
relationship between health providers
and the Numehalenulth peoples."

According to Serle, he NTC CHS
nurse, provided the best example in all
of B.C. last year on the role nurses play
in improving health conditions, rather
than simply focussing on treating
health problems
'These nurses went beyond the

one to

Hupacasath
Hall, he asked
Out a moment
of silence be
observed in
recognition of
treasured

Human.
Elder Willie
Woo, who
had passed

away the night

before.
Nelson then
spoke of the
pride Nuu.
chah-nulth
people have for
their oars.
and for all the
work they have
done to

improve health
conditions throughout the Neu-shah-

with

...MU..

Southern Region Co-chair Richard
Watts echoed Nelson's statements
adding, "we've come long way to
Providing services won communities,
and the nurses who work with us today
and in she past are the main reasons for
that

Through programs encouraging mothers to return to the traditional teachings
tn h (b
d
of
screed' g),
education programs around HIV / AIDS
and numerous other health issues, the
NTC CHS Naves nave praised for their
and work to improve the lives of all
Nuu-chah-nulth-aht.
'Providing care on the ground is
important," said Richard. "Many of our
people don't like going into medical
institutions in the urban centres, so
eying nurses and medical personnel
working in the communes is a won-

er.1 thing."
RNABC Vice-Preside. Howard Serle
also congratulated the nurses before
resenting them with individual awards

recognizing their advocacy efforts.
'Whet these nurses have done is begin

advocacy expected, and have worked
combine traditional Nutechah-nulth
beliefs with the traditional beliefs of
nurses to develop a nursing program
that is based on cultural and philosource of
power to affect change, and use that to
battle against culturally destructive
policies of the past.' he said.
Serle then presented each NTC CHS

sophi.1 morals and beliefs,

a

Nurse with their framed awards, while
Richard Watts presented bouquets of
flowers from the Tribal Council.
"Nursing A had work that takes a lot
of dedication," said NTC CHS Nursing
supervAor Jeanette Watts. "We're
working hard its attract more Nuuchall-nulth people into nursing, and
give the necessary support to them as
students and as professionals. Nurses
are people with dreams and they have
to have support. We need to help
nurses succeed with all their goals."
she said.

NTC CHS Nurse Ina Thalia then
made a presention to Jeanette from all
the nurses recognizing her kind leas.
ship of the nursing team.

Celebrating Nuu-Chah-Nulth Babies

chronic Inflammatory connective tissue

disorder of unknown cause that can involve joints, kidneys,
serous surfaces and vessel walls and occurs mainly in young
women and children.
If you have lupus and would like more information, or would
like to be a part of a support group, please contact your
Community Health Nurse, or Jeanette Watts
at 724-3232.

-
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Celebrating Nuu-chah-nulth Babies- Is now available for ordering.
o order the weeded. poster. send your name, address. phone number and

mate name along with a cheque for $30 (plus
and handling, $0.50
P.O.Box 1280. Ron
Program,
fi
posters).
Mts./sing
for - 3 posters. $17 fora
delivery.
Actual
poster size is
3-4.
for
Neese
allow
weel.
Alber. B.C.. VW 7^/12.
beln
Poster
is
sold
3.1 Inches by 15.7 inches,
1

',cost',
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Birthdays & Congratulations!

t

z

poet's nook

jJ

One With the Sea
When you were still here
My Poopsie Dear
You loved the dark blue sea
Sometimes more than me.

Happy Birthday to these three for Oct.
M. Deb 36, Betsy
35 and Philip
(Sonny) who is 16 yrs. Old. Love you
all very much and hope your day was a
special one. Love from Ann & John.

-

as

4ti

-

1

Happy 21st Birthday to our daughter Jen
Watts on Oct, 8th. Our wish is that you
always be happy, forever healthy, and
that your life would he filled with all the
things that bring you laughter and love!
Love from Mom, Dad, your big Bros and
from the Ross, Livingstone and Williams
families.

would like to with my wife Ruby
Ambrosea Happy Anniversary, and many
many more to come...Love your (very)
young husband Lance.... pa Keep up the
good work in school, we are very proud
and Happy for you...love Daniel,
Kathleen, Chaeli, and Cuba .danddmtor
in 9 monthsjsk)
A special birthday wish to my good
friend Anna Ada for Sept 23rd. Hope
You enjoy your special day Anna. From
1

Robyn and Shyanne,
Happy Birthday to a special lady in
our lives- our mom Donna Mae Samuel
for Oct 6th. Enjoy your day mom you
deserve it Love Ed, Wally, Lisa, Ruby,
Lance, Robyn, Richard, Danielle, Ian,
Dane, Daniel, Nine. Kathleen, Zachary,
Shyanne, Chaeli, BHa and Carina.

-

Happy 3rd Birthday to Chaeli
Ambrose on Our 6th. We love you
Chaeli. Love Auntie Robyn and Shyanne.
Happy Anniversary to my sister and
her husband- Ruby and Lance Ambrose.
Hope you two enjoy your special day you
guys deserve it We love you - Love
Robyn and Shyanne.

Happy Anniversary to Naomi and
Elmer Frank. Enjoy your special day.
We miss you guys - Love Robyn and
Shyanne.

Happy

Birthday to
Howie
are Howie. Your cousin

Samuel Take
Robyn and Shyanne
Ilappy 37 Birthday to my brother
Wally Samuel fr. on Oct 20th. Enjoy
your special day we love you and think

-

of you everyday

-

Love Robyn and

Shyanne,

Happy Anniversary to our parents
Ruby and Lance Ambrose on Oct. In We
love you both so much. You do so much
us. Enjoy your special day. Love your
hildren Daniel, Kathleen, Chaeli and
(brim Ambrose.
Happy Birthday to Steve Rush Oct.
", Dion foe Oct. 06 my handsome son
B.1. Oct. B°, my beautiful granddaughter

-

1

Opp, Birthday Tim Ross on Oct I7.
Hope you have a great day lames! From
the Warn, Ross, Livingstone and Willruns
I

r
Happy Birthday to our special sister
Gloria Ross on Oct 10. We wish you
happiness, health and good fortune!
Love from Annie, Dave, David Jr., `late,
& fen. And fromt the Ross, Livingstone
and Williams families.
Renee Burns Oct. 23, my handsome
grandson Devon Visser Oct. 23, hand
some grandson Corey Corky Oct. 26, my
beautiful Auntie Mary Jones Oct. 21. I
love you all. Done TFN.
Happy Birthday to Helen on Sept. 30.
From your friend Lyle,
Happy Birthday Oct 2 Peer Wilson,
Oct 2 Pat Williams, Oct 2 Marsha Wafts,
Oct. 4, Phillip Mack, Deb Mack, Betsy
Potter, Oct 6 Rody, Out 7 Bev Unger,
Oct. 9 Peter L. Joe, Oct 9 Happy Annivotary Gerry & Peter Ice, Oct. 10 Gloria
Ross, From Pearl, Marvin & kids.
For dear daughter on her birthday
to remind you how much you are loved
(on Sept. Ill. It's easy to lake things for
granted in family to assume that youjust
know the things that somehow never get
said. But maybe you don't know how
special youare. I low easy it is to be proud
of you. Maybe you don't realizes how
much it always meant to have you for a
daughter, to see you grow up so beautifully mahout ever growing away from
those who love you. Well, in case you
don't know, this coming just to all you
what a wonderful daughter you are and
how much pyou are loved. Best wishes
and love, Mother Lenny, Mike & family,
auntie Barb & Uncle Tony & rent of farm
thy.

Happy Birthday bro Ron (on Sept 7):
being there, always when Eve needed
you. Remembering all of the kind things
you do. Our lives are like branches from
the same free. The past that we share has
been special tom. How lucky we are for
you've been there always oath day we
are grateful for things that we share. A
remarkable exceptional friend, the love

that we feel for you never will end! Bits
wishes from sisters, Margie, Barb, Lenny
Gen, Lori, April, Brothers Ricky, Brian
Mike, Tony, Wayne and rest of family.
With love ce a very wonderful sister

-

Gen on her Bday (Sept. 20)
Sister,
maybe someday well be able to find all
the right wads to tell you how much you
mean to us. In the meantime, we just hope
you know, deep within your heart, Our
having you Now sister kegler. we than
our lucky stars for. You're such a preAnn pan of our life. Our family lies and
our deep. lasting friendship comprise a
special love that always sees us through.
If we hadn't ban blessed with such a
beautiful sister, we would have spent
lifetime, wishing for someone just like
you. Best wishes and love sister: Margie,
Barb, Lenny, April, Lori, Bros Ricky,
Ron, Brian, Tony, Mike and Wayne and
all the family.
You'll always have me to care about
you (Mike Saucy') on your bday (Sept.
20) No matter what life holds for you,
you'll always have me. No one ever really knows what life has in store. What
roads they will travel or how things will
turn out Its kind of scary sometimes,
looking ahead and not knowing. ButtI
want you to know that you'll always have
me. It dorm nut
here am or what
I'm doing, l will always take time for you.
You are a very special person to me and
you have a place in my heat that will always be there for you.
want you ton.
member that you will never really be
alone, because you'll always have tame to
care about you. Best wishes and love,
Lenny.
Granddaughter Sierra lot) Sept. 11)
and grandsons Richard (an Sept 6) and
Drake (on Sept 28). Always remember

Even through stormy weather
There so much really miss;
That and your gentle kiss

Ayer

From: The Nicalaye Family

ago you went home
In God's heaven you probably roam;
Your ashes may be in the sea
But your love lives on In me.

r-

Happy 506 Birthday Darcy Tom. on
Oct. 13. Lots of love from Sharon,

Kelly,

Tory, and your grandchildren
and Dianna also Ron and Gina
and their family,

-

Rest in peace.

Lain

Gwa'Sala-'Nakwaxdá xw First Nation

Notice of Meeting

Ehattesaht
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

1

1

I.

October

4

Thunderbird Hall

r,

.

I

First day breakfast, lunch and

dinner will be provided.
Second day breakfast and lunch.
Please call Ehattesaht Band
Office 1-888- 761 -4155 to

confirm attendance.

giving man...

Mango.

Sabrina Ashley Raven on October 21st. Enjoy your special day
Sabrina. I had Ions of fun with you and
spending time with you during the fall
I

fair weekend

Karen L. Tate and Andrew K.
Mack wish to announce to all our
ily and friends, that our wedding date
has been postponed until further mlire Thank you. Karen Tate sad
Andrew Mack,

Ar

guys again.

1

can't wait to

see

you

Have fun in school and

I

will phone again soon. Love your
sister Shyanne Dominique (this picture
is of you and I standing outside of the
Haunted House waiting. go and
the next ride!)
'

run.

few

ways you are special. I ant
proud to have you a my
I hough
not trade you for myllming. All though
you Lapp to two lot
lot. (,milt., you make
nappy I would her of a day get by,
w iter, calling 1oiquhean You are my
doer. you are unique, and love you.
This is
Thisoetee
day Mom gave birth
,Dear,

Love from Ann, John and Phil.
Happy 25th Anniversary to Peter and
Verna Hansen fa Oct. 2nd? Wishing you
well on your special day and many more
to wine. Love you Lots! Love from
Tassie and all of the family.
Happy Birthday also to Verna Hansen
on Oct 3rd. Love from all of the Hansen
96.

1

ifulaReneria girl". Xoxo Molly,Dean,
aria &Dorian.

Happy 596 Binhday to Cecelia Titian
dandy.
on Oct. Pb From the

whole(

Derrick 00

and bah

oz.

Freedom of flight and light on your way
In spite of colonization from residential
Violence against the Indigenous spirit
Entire families tom apart, and challenged

You bake flour, sugar and apples, simmer soup
Everyone who came in the door would share
And learn a lesson- kindness -a may of being
Remembering your Nuu- chap -nulth way
Susie, in the 50's. a neighbour toddler comforted
Nieces, nephews. grandsons, and granddaughters
Understand about quu ?ass because of the steps you tank.
Upbringing so many disconnected and dispossed

Children's basic needs given -food, shelter and education
Han- huu -pa coped on, despite the broken links
AIRS trained in sewing, piano nines, Christian guilt shame
How I appreciate the ancestral tenets you managed to retain
Now, those you nursed, fed, housed, parented
Understand conflicts between talk of old values and taking action
Living the kindness, generosity of sprit value of support
Time taken to reach our to give a helping hand
How Western Society cannot take this away,
Meca, in

memo, always,

Carol Margaret Clutesi

Watts

would like to say way to go to my
son Will Little Jr. who lives in Kimono
B.C. we art all so so very proud of you
gelling into 2 year forestry program you
go there William your son Kook must
really miss you when your gone all day,
will
cruse l know he is daddy's boy.
done.
be happy for you when you are
Chao way keep it up there my son. From
your mom, dad, Clara, Annette. Norman,

Loved eternally by his parents Rena PeTick and Mike Wafts, sister Paula
Wafts, brother Hughie Watts & cousin Grant Watts.
We would like to thank Charlene and An Thompson for being there for the
family and for making all the arrangements, with out them we wouldn't have
known what to do. For the feathers they gave to my family, they gave me
strength when I needed it the mm1. Thank you to my sister in -law and best
many
friend Lena Ross foe staying with me when I needed her. Thanks to He
family and friends who came to the hospital, and house to comfort us through
fruit
our difficult time. Also, I would hike to thank everyone who sent flown.
the
teddy
baskets, all the food. and money. Special thank you to Susan Wale for
everything
for
bear she gave my son, Hughie, he loves it. Thank you everyone

family.
1

Rena Patrick & Mike Warts- Hughie and Grant Watts
I

world lik to wish

yhub dB

Gonzales a Happy 24" Binhday Oct
Ti". Love Ellen,

Taylors Flower Shop
3020 3rd Avenue
Port Alberni, B.C.
V9Y 2A5

The Spiritual Assembly of The

Phone: 723.6201

1- 800 -287 -9961

Bali is of Port Alberni

P.0 Box 246 Port Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M7

.

r
October 86 Happy Birthday to Mom
Martha Fred. Love Luxy, Lanny. Mary,

Imideseent prism of colours bounce through
Growing African violets in blues and pinks
Honouring your gift of motherhood to many
Tiny tots, your own and others ath no home
You opened your hearth and hear

& your niece lordyn Little.

Pmencenfapas
Personalized Weddings Plush Animals
tam
Mastercard
Silk Trees Flowers
tir
Lots of

0.Al

Empty kitchen chair sits in the morning son

always.

erp

wordstoyouanttoletynrnkmw

Feb 21, 1915 to Oct 1, 2000

Memory of our son Joseph David Watts,
born and taken front us on Thursday, September 2Bm, 2000,
A baby that was loved by so many and will be remembered

Birthdays Continued

7.
A min happy Birthday to special lady,
sister Irene D. Williams,who will
rnÁ,
26 on Oct. 12.1 would like to say a

9n uj12etnniam - fatar ap
In Memoriam
Margaret (Lauder) Clutesi

In

e'.

Happy 8th Birthday to my sister in

13 & 14, 2001

Campbell River

.

education staff of the Nuuheh -nulth Tribal Council would
like to thank the Alberni Charity
Golf Tournament members for their
generous donation. Special recognition
goes to Tim Paul who designs a print
for the tournament and in ram
requests that the organizers make a
donation to the Good Samaritan Fund.
This fund has been set all by the
education department start., help
students who are in need. ',date we
have helped students; replenish clothing
and school supplies they lost in a house
fire, helped with field trip fund raising,
purchased warm coats and boots for
children, etc. Again, your kind donation is greatly appreciated.
Reek,,. heave. Tim Paul, II is said that
the measurement of a great men is not
by what he has but by what he gives.
Thank you Tim for being a kind and
are

Mabel lames

how proud we are of you all and how
much we love you on your special birth day. You all are growing up to be an incredible young men or woman. And we
know that your talents will give you many
paths to choose from. Always keep your
many interests, they will keep you conwooly...pied. Always keep your positive outlook, it will give you the energy
to accomplish great things. Always keep
your sense of humor, it will allow you to
make mistakes and team from them. Al.
Alwayskeepyar sensitivity, it will help you
to understand and do
mething about
injustices in the world. s Always remember swan more proud of you all than ever
before and we love you all. Special
wishes and love from Grandparents lack
Sr. Marge, Brian, Barb, Tony, Lenny,
Mike, Ricky, Ron, April, Gen, Lori,
Wayne, and all the family.
Happy Birthday to cuz Beverly for
Oct.
Love from Ann, John, Philip.
Happy Birthday to cuz Peter Wilson
on Oct 0°. Love Ann, loin & Phil.
Happy Birthday to Uncle Peter We of
Seattle, Also Happy Anniversary For Oct.

keekoo, keekoo

You are truly missed Ice.

Wynn

Happy Birthday Lay on Oct. 3rd. Love
you forever and many morel Love
Lanny. Happy 44° Birthday m Mom
lay Barney for Oct 3' °. Love always
Mary, Derrick, Oz and baby Oz.

with you.

.

.

'

are

What is happening is shocking,
And hero wrenching
In our lives wove never
Witnessed such devastation.
Many tears have fallen for those
families affected
We pray for comfort and strength
To eery you through the days ahead

,

.,

W'e

know,
Our prayers and thoughts

Now you are es one
With the waters, and the sun
With the trees and the sky
So I shouldn't even cry.

1

(ilia,
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We all here and feel the need to In you

In our many years together

n

To The Families
Affected By The
Terrorism

-

-

Mellor()

Ukrlduk)z
delivery

eleflor

The Bailie Faith

Thee is my
Thy Name is my healing. O my God, and remembrance of
remedy. Nearness to Thee is my hope, and love for Thee ismy companion
world and the
Thy mercy to me is my healing and my succor ie both this
the
world to come. Thou, verily, art the All -Bountiful, the All- Knowing,
All -Wise,

Abdul -Bahá,

Bahá

ri

Faith

11w
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Announcements
?u yagh-mis

Leggatt Inquiry

Introducing: Shawn Sinclair
NTC Healing Project - Urban Support

Worker

Ili

my name is Shawn Sinclair
and I'm very pleated to be
working with the Nuu -chahnulth Healing Project as the
Urban Support Worker for
Nana.° and Campbell River.

Attention Nuu -chah -nuith membership...
Please notify

your First Nation if you have any events that happen

your life such as Marriage, Divorce, Birth, Death, Name Change
and especially 'Transfers-.
Submitting these documents to the Nuu -shah -nulth Tribal Council
office is just as important as submitting these documents to your
First Nation.
Being on the D.I.A. list does not mean you are on your First Nation's
Registry Band List, you must apply for Band Membership.
Your First Nation needs your current address and phone number so
they can contact you regarding Treaty developments, letters and
bulletins.
numbers and addresses are listed below for your
First
In

I'm originally from Manitoba
and I'm of Cree ancestry Morn
the Peguis Band in Fisher
River, north of Winnipeg. As

working full time I'm
a graduate student of the
,. University of Victoria. Sly
wife, Taissia and I are
expecting our first child this
well

,g

February and we are both
very, very excited. I look
forward to meeting more of
you during my time here at
NTC. There will be more
information in the next HaShilth-Sa announcing my
office address and phone
numbers in Nanatmn.

iophone

Ahousaht
(250) 670-9563

Fax:

(250) 670 -9696

4,540

General Delivery Ahousaht, B.C. VOR 1A0

Ditidaht First Nation

,rfr

1- 888 -745 -3366

F.

(250) 745 -3332

PO Box 340 Port Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M8

In Friendship,

Eliktesaht
1- 888 -761

Shawn Sinclair

-4155 Fax: (250) 761 -4156

PO Box 59 Zeballos, B.C. VOP 2A0

Hesqulaht First Nation r

%Y+,\

1- 888- 723 -0075

Fax: (250)

Hupacasath First Nation
(2501 724-4041

724-1232

Fax: (250)

MAILING IIA- SHILTH-SA
TO NUU- CHAH -NULTH MEMBERS

670 -1102

PO Box 2000 Tofino. B.C. VOR 220

.,111.J

Ha- Shilth -Sa is looking for addresses of Nuu -chah -nuith members what are
NOT receiving the paper. Ha- ShilthSa is free for Nun- chah -nulth members.
If you want to receive Ha- Shilth -Sa please end name (including your middle
nano or initials) to:

PO Box 211 Port Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M7

Huu -ay -aht First Nation
1

-888- 6444555 Fax: (250) 728 -1222
PO Box 70 Bamfield, B.C. VOR

I

BO

Ka2'yut'k'f h' /Chelk'tles7et'h'
(250) 332-5259 Fax: (250) 332 -5210

-ca.,61hg
Mowachaht / Muchalaht

General Delivery Kyuquot. B.C. VOP 1)0

(250) 283-2015

Fan: (250)

283 -2335

PO Box 459 Cold River, B.C. VOP

I

Ha- Shilth -Sa
P.O. Box 1383
Port Alberni, B.C.
VOY 7M2
Initial:
First Name:
Mailing Address:

Fax: (2501

PO Box 40 Zeballos, B.C. VOP

Fax:

(250) 725 -4233

PO Box 18 Tofno, B.C.

VOR 2Z0

Toquaht Nation
(250) 726 -4230
PO

"-tr

Fax: 12501

726-4403

Ucluelet, B.C. VOR 3A0

Tseshaht First Nation
1

-888- 724 -1225

PO Box 1218 Port

Fax: (250)

Albei'

724 -4385

C.. 9Y

1

Uchuckiesaht Tribe
(250) 724-1832

Fax: (250) 724 -1806

PO Box 1118 Port Alberni. B.C. V9Y 7M7

vA

tit

a`k

Ucluelet First Nation
(250) 726-7342

Fax- 12501

726
7552

and economically questionable activity
Mat is fundamentally unsustainable."
A co- founder of Regional Aquatic
Management Society (RAMS). Edwards
said that this Satiny was formed
specifically to promos the development
of an area-based Aquatic Management
Board that would include the Nuu -chahmath, local stake holders, federal and
provincial governments. The idea is to
take centralized fisheries planning from
the offices in Victoria end Ottawa and
bring them to local planners, ones that
know most about the coast
He said Mat when the RAMS Board is
in place the fish farming industry would
have to find its place within this pros. -As a major impactor nave
natural
oral ao- systems, and one that affects
many other wren of that acv- system,
any furore policies concerning siting,

or

being done."
Edwards charged that some government officials have made up their minds
Mat expansion ante salmon farming
industry is a done dal. Fernier, that
important information is being with held

AIMS:

Phone:
Nation you are reglarered

wall
1

All Nuu -chah -nulth First Nations Members,

Band Managers, CHR's, Health Clerks and Band Membership Clerks:

2A0

(250) 725 -3233

`.-ji

Last Name:

Reminder - Returned papers are deleted from the mailing list.

To

Edwards began by saying that he is not
a biologist or economist, but offered a
quote from UBC Professor William
Rees, "My concern is rooted in the overwhelming evidence that net -pen rearing
of salmon is an ecologically hazardous

process and not in the back rooms of
Ottawa or Victoria, where it is presently

New Subscriber?

332 -5907

any

org.iration.

closed
containment, or soue -based development will have to he done within that

\or

First Nation:
ryar
fill in what Nuu-clmh -nWrh Firn
El Change of address (moo. anew

with attention to information available
since the EAO SAR (i.e., Infectious
Salmon Anemia outbreaks in Atlantic
Canada; Atlantic salmon colonization of
some BC streams and rivers: pink
salmon sea lice infestation form
Broughton Archipelago)
Dan Edwards, a local fisherman and
strong proponent of regionally managed
fisheries was next to give a presentation.
Edwards has an extensive political
background in the area of fisheries,
having wont many political has since
the early eighties. Today, he said he
was making his presentation ac a
concerned citizen and not on behalf of

.passion

Mail in your new
address directly to Ha- ShiithS.
mail: hashilthgialaad.ner/

Postal Code:

CO

Tla- o- qui -aht First Nations

--/

lia-OMM-Sa
7
Sa

City:

Nuchatlaht First Nation
(250) 332 -5908

as

of the 49 EAO SAR recommendations,

MEDICAL COVERAGE NOT AUTOMATIC
Reference: Recently, many bills were received at the NTC (Non -laud Health

O

Benefits Section) OVUM) from parents requesting payment under this plan.
If a child is not registered with Indian Affairs and the province there is no medical
coverage. Therefore, FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR PAYMENT OF MEDICAL VISITS, X -RAYS ETC WILL FALL ON THE PARENTS! Indian
Affairs cannot and WILL NOT PAY any hills without full coverage. Remember,
unless child is REGISTERED with both Indian Affairs (Status Card) and the
provincial medical plan IMSP Card) two very important medical factors apply:

The child is covered under the parent medically, for only three
months; and
b,
Once the child reaches I year of age then they are no longer
covered under the NIHB program for: equipment: supplies
drugs; dental; and optical.
Normally, a child reaching 19 years of age requires (her or his) own medical care
card. A child can maintain medical coverage up to age 25 when in full -time
manna secondaryinsti tut ion,niat is approved by the prov incial med ical

a.

It takes 6- 8 weeks to obtain these coverage cards! Start the process inane
diately! Do not assume it is done! Follow up with this until you have both cards!
Questions to be directed to the Band Membership Clerks, or the NTC Registry
Robert t loan. CI8 -NTC N /H9 rest m.cvpenna
Office 724 -3757.

from the public, "...in the provincial
economic analysis was
government
doser for their
done that s the
direction. This document. which is not
public, states that by the year 2020, the
wild fishery will be nonexistent but the
fish harm industry will be wren billions
to provincial coffers."

An Ahousaht delegation staved their
presentation by demanding that studies
be carried out before the decision is
made to expand the industry_ "the fish
are real," said Darrell
deform

Campbell, "Wanes drin downstream
affecting all life forms there. Local
knowledge is important"
"I have been here almost 40 yeas," he
added, "I have seen the changes in the
en years that salmon farms have been
here, the dwindling access to ducks,
shellfish and declining wild salmon
stocks."
Campbell acknowledged that with 49
ht members employed in the
industry, the economic benefits are
Mere, but he says, there needs to be

benefits for the environment as well.
Rod Sam said that he hoped that this
Inquiry would not end up like EAO
SAR. "We were there but our wogs.
does were not taken seriously." Ile
added that SAR said that salmon

farming had no significant impact to the
environment or to humans. -Its like
saying that Indians are not human. I
can't begin to put a price tag on what
we've lost due to the industry,"
On industry management issues
Campbell describe it as the wolf wamhing the hen house. "Big companies used
to influence forestry management
decisions and look where that got us!"
Ile asked if the government would be
willing to compensate for damages
caused by the mdust7 if they choose to
open the door to industry expansion, "If
they're so cure that no harm will be
done then they should be willing to put
money on
M1

The last presenters aired their concerns
in the areas of environmental amain.
impacts on the area's =monism
industry, and health concerns. Most
complained of foul- smelling materials
washed up on beaches, the lack of
enforceable regulations for the .salmon
farming industry, the dramatic increase
in incidences of red fide, and the
disappearance of wild fish species from
areas where fame sites are located.
Tour boat operator, Steve Lawson,
t

spoke of dead sea lions that are still
being killed by farm operators. He
claimed that he found five carcasses
over the summer. Ile drove his point
home when he invited lodge I ammo to
the beach to view the remains ores sea
lion that he brought ashore in his canoe.

The badly decomposed remains still
bore signs of the animal's violent death.
In extremities were slit so that ropes
could he threaded through. At the end
of each rope were feed bags bearing the
logo of fish farm had manufacturer.
Forma salmon farm employees
identified only as Desiree and
described deplorable conditions at the
sires over this spring and summer.
"Wild life gets into the mort Floats (the
barge where containers bearing decaying fish are stored) and they cal the
diseased fish...there is decomposing
fish fat everywhere and it gets into the
aediesel, gas and bleach spins into
the ocean are common
...there s lots of overfeeding
because some of us just don't know
Mien we're supposed to stop."
The young ladies told levant that they
anted to see enforced regulations.
They said that they reamed to old jobs,
jobs where they don't have to feel like

f

Krill

had people.

Bill Vernon of Creative Salmon

was

the last to speak. He explained that
while his company raises Chinook
salmon, he is not opposed to fanning
Atlantica. He said that in his twelve
years in the business he has learned that

in order for the industry to prosper, it
must consider environmental, social and
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Clayoquot Sound: Conservation Credit Officer
Our Conservation Credit Officer delivers mans and other economic development
services to mall businesses and First Nations communities in the Clayoquot- Alberni
region. We require a highly motivated individual with experience in building a
mall- business loan portfolio and experience in community development. Ideally
you have experience waking with First Nations communities.

Vancouver: Credit Manager
The credit manager works with credit officers to mitigate risk by analyzing credit
applications and maintains administrative systems required for portfolio manage Ire,. This position requires previous experience in business lending and a loan
procedures and systems. We require a problem -solver with strong deal-structuring
ability.
Mania Canada is a non -profit organization working to support the emergence of
equal temperate rain forests or British Columbia.
a conservation economy in the e
staff of thinner with offices in Vancouver and on Vancouver Island.
We

lair.

saw

can

Send resumes
t
by October 15 ann. M. Men.. 202 -1226 Hamilton Street,
Vancouver, BC V6B 2S8 Fax: 604.692.1944

Help Wanted

is!"
Damell Campbell concluded by saying
that the only solution is closed contains systems, "We are trying to omits
balance here not for us but for
children's children. We want the r
natural resources to be here for them

-

ecotrust
canada

la

Sydney Sam touched on the impacts
Mat the industry has had on natural
resources, "Cypre was the best spawning ground for herring, now there's
nothing there. There are still herring
past Sydney Inlet where where are no
farms" He added that there is much not
known about the industry areas., "The
ducks are gone and we cant fish near
infringement on
farms, if that Is rat
my aboriginal rights,II don't know what

October 4, 2001

Career Opportunities
- q "i- cah -to -mis

continued from page 12

...

-

The Nootka Resource Board is seeking candidates for terms of membership that end
in late November, 2003.
Mandated by the provincial government the Board offers its member.. opportunity
to influence local land and resource use policies and decisions.
These voluntary positions require attending monthly meetings. which rotate between
Zeballos, Tswana, Tannin, and Gold River. While there is no remuneration for
these positions, travel costs are covered.
Each successful applicant must have his or her principal residence in the Nnntkn
Sound region. If this type of involvement appeals to you, please forward a latter of
interest and brief resume

to
Nootka Resource Board
Iota 277, Tnhsis, B.C.
VOP 1X0

Fat: 934-2618

Tel: 934 -7612
mail: resource(a)nnntka.cum

web site: www mood.

am

Previous applicants are cordially invited to re- submit their resumes for consideration.
sustainable
As well, the Board encourages thse interested in the environmentally
ierara a mast be
economic and social development of our region, to apply. A
received at the above address by 4 p.m., Wednesday, October 31. 2001.

Ir-

WANT A CAREER IN NURSING?

Call Jeanette Watts at

J

7243232 for more Information

ATTENTION
CENTRAL REGION TOURISM OPERATORS
(existing or potential)
like to invite you
Mamonk Development Corporation and Tin Wis Resort would
to a tourism operator's workshop and roundtable.
operations
The goal of the workshops to strengthen First Nation Tourism
through Main mon. communication and training.
The workshop will is scheduled to be presented as follows.

October
Tin

I

1

& 12, 2001

Ms Resort Conference Centre
(refreshments provided)

Tin Wis Resort at
For more information contact George Atlan, Assistant Manager
(250) 725 -4445 or Iris Lucas, Interim Manager, Mamook Development
Corporation at (250) 726 -7144
economic benefits. He spoke of the
benefits that his company provides for
its employees and hose he values them.
His company was the first to hire a First
Nations Liaison, leading the way for
other salmon farm companies.
Creative salmon Liaison, Elmer Frank,
said mat many of his people have been
working with the company since it
began. 'YEN does not have a full
understanding of the industry. We've
taken the initiative to learn about is

because we cannot oppose something
that we know nothing about"
Vemos concluded by saying that he

went to the Inquiry to promote his
company, "because think we have a
good story to tell."
Pacific National Aquaculture did not
make apresentation at the inquiry.
The Megan Inquiry moves to Part
Hardy on October 3, then onto Alen
Bay, Campbell River, and then
Vancouver for October 9 -12.
1

r
.4
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Nuu chah nulth Tribal Council
FALL FAIR BOOTH 2001
By Irene Robinson,
The Nuu chah ninth Fall Fair Booth
on 2nd place for non -commercial
booths. The booth was the work of
many people both inside and outside

of

the Tribal Council office. The coopnotion of all these people is appreciated. The booth would not have been

possible without your contribution.
Volunteers were needed for many
apses of the booth. These included
the generating of ideas advise, picking
up of supplies, donation of works of n.
unsporting and erecting the longhouse
decorating the booth, mannaos the booth, dismantling the booth,
and the return of the longhouse structure to the Budget lock up. Without the
help of many volunteers the booth
would not have been a reality. I would
like to thank all the volunteers involved
in this year's Fall Fair Booth.
I would like to thank Rory Rickwood
and Sharon Swan who offered good
advice and information in the planning
stages. Liz Gus who picked up supplies
.

when they were needed.
I would like to thank Maria Jimmy for

coordinating the volunteers who
manned the booth. Maria did a fantastic
job of both signing people into a lime
frame and distributing the wrist bands to
all those involved in the manning of the
booth.
Joyce Little and Jessie Stephens helped
with the planning of the booth.
Without the transportation crew I could
not have gotten the Longhouse structure
up to the Fall Fair grounds. Syd Pauls
donated his time end the use of his truck
to rnspon the structure. Trevor Little,

Marino Wishart
Cindy Wisher(
also volunteered in transporting the
re. Jim from Budget Rentals
donated his time and ruck to help
with transporting the structure. David
W iwehar lent his time as well.
Without the help of Hazel, Debbie, and
and

Jack Cook the erecting of the
Longhouse would have been much
more ditfinch The donated their lime
end expertise, which is the knowledge
of how to construct the Longhouse, as
well as their tools, screwdrivers and
cleaning supplies, to help the booth
also could not
become presentable
.

1

have completed the booth without the
help Wilma Little, Brenda Tom, and
Anna Masso who lent their decorating
skills to finalizing the display.
Next would have to thank the many
people who manned the booth, interacting with the public and in this way
educating the public regarding Nuu
1

chah nulth people and their lifestyle.
These people are:

Anne Dealt, Charlotte Rampanen,
Brenda Tom, Tricia Little, Annie Watts,
Gail Gus, Cathy Watts, Leah floral.
Heather Harper, Blair Thompson, Maria
Jimmy, Richard Sam, Eileen Haggard,
Jackie Watts, Roxanne Taylor, Norma

Taylor, Liz Gus, Trick Little, Lynn
Nulls, Mark lemon. Claudette Lucas,
Louise lama.. Julia Atleo, Dianne
Gallic, Angle Mille, lack Little, Jack
Cook, Richard Watts, David Wiwchae,
Ian Clark, and Verna ponce.
would also like to thank Jessie
Stephens and Dawn Lucas for volunteems, to fry bred at our booth. This
event wm much anticipated by many
people. Because the smell of the bread
frying had many drooling in their
booths, samples of the fried brad were
then brought to people who could not
leave their booths.
Lastly I would like to thank the people
who were present to help dismantle the
booth and Ming it back to the Budget
lock -up. They were Ian Clark, Joyce.
Little, Cindy Widen Dawn Lucas, Ron
1

Ilona) of Parks

and Rec,

Willie

George, and Boyd Gallic.
The help of all these volunteers made
the booth the success it was. Thnk you all very much

1

Campbell River, to pay your love
and tart respect to my sister

Louise Mary Amos. There is a song I
know it goes like this "When nothing
lob
me."
else could help love lifted
I know these words are so true. Your
love and support endures in our hearts
wish to thank my
the rest dose lives.
uncle Francis Amos, Auntie Vi & uncle
Willie George, Mrs. Christine Jules,
Victoria Wells, Debbie, Lorne, Stanley
Smith, Earl Smith, Caroline Oscar,
Jamie Brown, David Brown, Gloria
Jean Frank.
Thank you to Hesquiaht people, Pat &
Mamie Charleson and your family for
finance aid. All our uncles, cousins
and aunties.
To the Ahousaht people your gifts and
love shall be long remembered.
To Makola Housing it is so nice to
know how well my sister was embraced
by her coworkers, colleagues was well
respected by her peers.
1

Jack Johnson Sr. and

family would like to extend
our appreciation and grad.
ude to all those people who, during our
stay in Campbell River, have donated
like the Ehattesaht Tribe. Also Margeet Jackson, Jennifer & Floyd who
brought food, Chris & Jim Miller for
ringing the chimer. Vi Gorge,
preparing lunch. Without you all, being

by our side, we tend to forget to feed
ourselves.
As for the arrangements, "Kleco" to
Wayne Lord and to all those involved in
one way or another. All your support in
being there for us has meant a great
deal in our loss of our special Wife,
Mother, Grandmother, Auntie and
friend. It has made it easier for us all,
in our time of grief.

Gerald and Gloria Fred
7iimtnaaksapwi'as
are having a Potlatch for their four daughters

on October 27, 2001
at the Tseshaht Maht Mahs
4:00 p.m.
We would like to invite you to come and celebrate.
All our girls will be getting names. Hope to see you there!
Any questions please call (250) 724 -2116.

1

CSeptember 9, 2001, we had
diner fees[, burning of our

/// mortgage,

which we almost

forgot, sorry.
Thanks to Linda and son Cole, la and
Luke for the beautiful flowers and
basket of goodies, Linda and Myra for
the gift and all of you that helped.
Ange for the gift. Especially all of you
that came to enjoy our feast You made
It was such a
it that special
which
we'll
always
beautiful day,
remember.
Thanks to our daughter Sam who took
such good pictures, Faith and Richard
Watts for the beautiful gift, and to our
daughters for all the work and cooking
Gloria, Samantha, Angie, Auntie Kaye
Watts, Lena and Darrell Ross for the
drinks, Cathy Watts Brad Starr, our son
Mo.' Gerry Jr. for all the bar-b-q and
any one else I might have missed.
Thank you Reg Sam, Hank, Cody who
sang the supper song and my grande.
dren that danced to their great grand fa-

Arts

D&M Autodean

FOR SALE

'Well go your dirty work'
Automobile cleaning and renewal
TRUCKS - RV'S - BOATS
7429 Pacific Men Highway

CARS

-

much, Chuck Sam for the speech
A real special thank you goes to Dad/
Husband Cody Gus for all the good
happy years he has given us. We love
you Dad.
We'd like Io also thank the Tseshaht
Band and the housing committee.
Thank you so much Love you all.

...MS

-.

-

iC

tO

1

Swells

1

A

2 -

Auto,
A/C, New

tact Gordon Dick by phone 723.9401

mint said

59,500.00 o.b.o. 720 -0923.
1997 FORD TAURUS:

512,000 o.b.o.
miles.
Call
Excellent condition, low
Ahousaht or
Stanley Sam @ 670-2318
P.A.
720 -8933

-

-

interested
Carvings for sale. If you
in native caning, such as coffee table
tops, clocks, plaques 6' totems, canoes,
leave message for Charlie Mickey at
724 -8609 or c/o Box 40, Zeballos, B.C.
VOP 2A0

ft aluminum skiff. Mercury Outboard
Motor 40 hp (low hours) trailer, asking
5$8,000. Call foe Davidat250- 725 -3320

M'AKOLA HOUSING SOCIETY
on -profit organization established to provide affordable housing for
families of First Nations ancestry. In Port Alberni we have three housing
projects with a total of 42 units. The bedroom sizes range from a twobedroom, one level home to a nice sized five -bedroom unit If you have a
housing need please do not hesitate to WI. All questions or suggestions
are welcomed. The telephone number to call is 723 -9855. Our fax
number is 723 -1744. Office hours are Monday to Friday 8:30 a m. to
is a

at

HupnasathHall. language lnatmc- Tat Tatoosh.
Monday and

Wednesday Nights.

Sale. 1992 6 H.P. Suzuki.
12 running hoer,. $700 Arm_

Cell 1250)

Only

10 -

r 9.999.
6-91

Genuine Authentic basket weaving grass.
Linda Edgar, phone 754 -4462.

non.

41.

For Sale: 25' Mark

7

Zdiak &

20'

Mani Explorer. Call Leo Manson a
(250) 725 -2662 for more information.

Earrings.
Call tulle Joseph (250) 7299819.

Specializing in Native Vinyl Decals.
(Custom Mano /All Sizes).
All types of Native Graphics.
Call Novel Rick Pe Celeste Jacko.
604 -444 -2662 or Email'.

I0mopmPhhs®home corn

..

MV Ropo - no license. 40' fiberglass
Ex- freezer troller. Fully equipped.
Freezer system only 2 years old. Ilarold
Little (250) 670 -2311.
FOR SALE

-

40' Ex-troller. Call

Robert Sr. (250) 724 -4799

r -1:ura°sea

Bent cDavid
,.Vaa-nFa-auBk

vVatwe,tnus!

eggs

use flaw

gammas.

.nmue

.

...
Pon

by the day, week or
Very
month.
reasonable rates for Room
& Board. Also, there is 'Wardroom
available for rent. For more information
phone 7239511.
has rooms to rent,

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Clean & bright I, 2 8,3 Bedrooms in
beautiful Gold River at reduced rent,
also furnished. Only 1 black to town
square. (250) 283 -2511.

FOR SALE
Alfred Angelo Wedding Dress - Size 16.
Call for more information, 723 -9434

Medical Equipment such

as

wheel-

chairs etc., Can be dropped off at
the Tseshaht Band Office. 5000
Mission Road, Port Alberni.
Contact Gall K. Gus at 724 -1225
Need Cash between paydays. We loan
5100. $200. up to $500 dollars. 100%
caned and operated by First Nations.
Phone (250) 390 -9225. Or (250) 7416070 cet. 401 llmvey Road, Ramose
Bay. B.C.

"Take Back Your Identity"
conference T-shirts
for sale.
Colored larges and XL's still
available for $13.00 each, at the
Nuu -chah -nullh Healing Project

1

Mountain Boy (2000)
Fast -Food Take -Out

A.M. eC.

tasks:

1627C Peninsula Road, Ucluelet, B.C.
Pizza, Chicken, Ribs & Ice Cream. Open
7 days a week from 11:30am - 10pm.
Deliveries after 5:30pm. Tel: 726 -2221.
Owners: Vi & Crystal Mundy
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,,We also need cultural entertainment
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Share your talents with your elders
Volunteers required for the following
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FOR RENT: A non -profit organization
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Transcribing in phonetics - for meetings,
research projects, personal use. Hourly
rates. Phone Harry Lucas at 724 -5809.
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TRADITIONAL DUGOUT CANOES
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NUUCHAH -NULTH NATIVE
LANGUAGE

Wanted

WITH
SÌ60.
ORS25. OFF WITH MIN. 5250.
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Mary Kay Independent Sales, not pyre
mid. For more information please phon
me, Rosales Brown rì (2501385 -2117.
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Jacky Clraphics

+14

pm.
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BASKET WEAVING FOR SALE

First Nations Graphics.
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Fridays from 3 -4 pre EVERYONE
IS WELCOME. coat kleco. awed
Tarmrh, CGMfiod Lsegóst

r

Demo Class available. For 2001. For
more info. Kathy Edgar 416 -0529

775-MM

-taG,..t4-4,á

pm to

(Bring your own pen & paper).

Grad Hat Regalia, Baskets, Weaving
material, specializing in Maquina Hat

for
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NATIVE BASKETS FOR SALE

Contact Darlene Erickson

Wihyaga9c2k-

Traditional Artist
Original paintings, carvings (small
totems and plaques). Wattitnie'
prints aida few[ shirts available. Ph:
(250)670 -2380, Cal: (250)213 -3281
wiheyagecik(gyahou.eom
Ore

far All

Pert Alberni, B.C.

at 724 -5655

Westcoaat Translton House
Emergency Shelter
For Abused Women and their
Children on call 24 hours 726 -2020

Bemis.

Call Renee Newnan

723.2843
BOARDROOMS FOR RENT
At the Tseshaht Administrative

:
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4:30 p.m.

Archie Thompson invites family and friends
of the Central Region and all Nuu -chah -nulth to
his 80th Birthday Celebration. October 27th
2001 - Alberni Athletic Hall. 10:00 a.m. Meal served at noon with traditional smoked
salmon. Five generations in my family tree to
be explained. With special guests.

FREE LANGUAGE CLASSES

r

12" to 18 ". 723 -4631

FOR SALE

,809.

Advisory for Histories, Governance,
and Constitutions (forming governmenu). comas Harry Luc as
at724- 5807or
t
724 -5809
or Meaner erdmalhemsInh

Parenting Skills for Parents & Tots.

pre

CANOE BUILDING

£umtlia

Hide for schoolprojeets. Call Julia Landry
weekdays).
@724-0512 (8-4

Maht Mahs Gym

Prize:$ 1000.00 1st Place based on 8 teams
Contacts: Les Sam - phone (250) 723 -8950
Richard Sam - phone (250) 724-5757 (days)
(250) 723 -8503 (evening), .-mall rsamsrehome.com

Tom Gus, 5231 Hector Road, Port Al
henna. B.C. Phone (250) 724 -3975

WANTED

Black Hair-

24

9am- 11amor6pm .9

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Marine

I

Hazel Lindstrom

Moving and Hauling, Reasonable Rates

Cavalier

r

Band for all they did se I could go to
y first elders gathering. I heard
some people wish for whet our band
does for us.
was treated hundred
percent by our chaperones, they looked
after us so well. Thnk you to our hats
driver. She had so much patience and
never complained when we asked her to
do anything. Thnk you again everyone
who nude my first elders conference
special.

lets, pendants,brooches,eaoings &bolo
ties. Tim Taylor, 1034 Emote Place,

per, gold engraving, stone setting. Con-

wheel
hubs, good tires, c.d., gray ira., P/B, PI

Thunder Icebreaker Tournament
Dec

996

canoe, or teach how to build
canoe for anyone interested: From Beach
Canoe to 40 torn. Call Harry Lucas 724-

the Tseshaht

T.S.G. TRUCKING SERVICE

FOR SALE
Native designed jewellery; silver, cop-

Will build

an
null like to that
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Wanted: Numchah -nut. women that
would like to join my exciting team o

For sale or made to order; rings, brace-

Phone 720 -2211

.

Bertha and Richard Gus

-

Miscellaneous

Employment
Wanted

Pon Alberni. B.C., V9Y 7L7

$1500 o.b.o - (250) 723-4454

.

few

Automotive

thee George Gus's song. Thank you so

a

October 4, 2001

CLASSIFIEDS

1982 Volve240 CL- 2- stage turbo, 2door, sunroof, good condition, mum sah

THANK YOU

LSC
f.

To Makola Housing, your presence
shows me your acceptance of my sister
as one of your coworkers. It is warming of my heart that she was at respected by her colleagues. May you be
successful in all your endeavors in
serving the needs of our people.
Kleko to the Mowachaht Muchalaht
people, the land where our mother
comes from. Your words steadied
Mitering steps and broken hearts. My
Condolences to you at your loss of Chief
Maquina. I pray for you.
To Michelle. people; thank you for
your Ha -wih who are always with us.
Chief Alban Michael, Rose Michael,
Chief Walter Michael.
Kleko Patsy Nicalaye and many people
who helped out Monica & Tim Paul.
Please drive safe always wear your seat
belt.
to a flogger on your highway. 1 hope
you don't drink and drive.
Lorenz M. Thlbeault

aM you to all who came to

-

Next issue of Ha- Shilth -Sa:
October 18, 2001
(deadline for submissions October 12th.)

Port Alberni Transition House
call 724 -2223 or call the nearest local
shelter or crisis center.
Help Live for Children - 310 -1234

For Sale: Wedding dress. Never
been worn. White with wide
cop neckline. Beautiful
beading on neck and surrounding the basque waist is detailed
with soutache /sequins florettes
and miniature pearls. Retail
$900, asking $700 OBO. Call
Clorissa at 731 -6226 or leave
msg. at 7234755.

Buildings, Port Alberni. For more
information call the Tseshaht First
Nations Office at (250) 724 -1225.

TOQUART BAY
CONVENIENCE STORE
)pen Year round! Lowed on Shoot
(250'
726 -8309 Shirley Mack Proprietor.
Status cigs available.
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N.E.D.C.
BUSINESS NEWS
NEDC

presents...
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CENTRAL REGION

TOURISM SYMPOSIUM

:4

FOR YOUNG ADULTS

Employers want experienced personnel
but it is difficult to acquire experience if
no one will hire you. Entrepreneurship
gives youth the chance
acquire
valuable skills and experience that they
can utilize in all their future endeavors.
For this reason NEDC has developed
"You're the Boss" for presentation to
First Nations' youth ages 15 - 18 years.
The purpose of the program is to
introduce the youth to the opportunities 'l)
and constraints of entrepreneurship.

Tin Wis Resort and NEDC are co- hosting a Tourism Symposium to introduce our
young people to the diverse opportunities of the tourism industry.

"We would like to encourage our youth to make tourism a career choice," says
George Atleo, Tin Wis Assistant Manager, "and to facilitate this we are willing
to bring together industry professionals to share their experiences, offer advice
and answer questions."
There are many successful tourism operators in Clayoquot Sound, how can you
become one of them? Are there secrets, best practices or is it just luck? We
have invited industry professionals to answer these questions for you.

1,

If you are between the ages of 16 and 29 years inclusive, you are invited to join

The "You're The Boss" presentation
provides the following information:

us at the Tin Wis Conference Centre on October 19, 2001 at 9:00 AM.

There is no registration fee, however seating is limited and early registration is

What NEDC is and what they do,
Defines common business terms,
Describes the NEDC Youth
Program and eligibility

requirements,
Breaks down a youth business loan,
Provides possible business ideas for
youth,
Lists common reasons for business
failure, and
Gives examples of successful youth
businesses.
NEDC version of 'Who Wants to be a
Millionaire' game follows the
presentation.
The presentation and game take
approximately I 1'/4 hours to
complete.

-

Presentation requirements:
An electrical outlet,

projector screen (or blank wall),
and
An audience.
A

All other costs incurred are the

responsibility of the presenter and best

recommended.

Caledonia Fred
If you require further information please do not hesitate to contact Katherine
Robinson at (250) 724 -3131.

of all the presentations are free of
charge and are available to all
communities within the Nuu- chah -nulth
region.

"You're the Boss" presentations were
conducted in Kyuquot and Zeballos in
the last school year. Some instructors
worked the presentations into their
Career and Personal Planning program.
This year "You're the Boss"
presentations are scheduled at the PAFC
Peer support group, EJ Dunn Jr.
Secondary School, and haahupayuk
adult education centre.
To schedule your presentation or for
more information, please contact
Caledonia Fred at the NEDC office
(250) 724 -3131 or e-mail
caledonia @nuuchahnulth.org.

TOURISM SYMPOSIUM
OCTOBER 19, 2001
TIN WIS CONFERNCE CENTRE
9 AM 3 PM

-

COMMUNITY FUTURES WEEK
October 08 12, 2001

-

NEDC CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO JOIN US AT

THE NEDC OPEN HOUSE

"Minimum one -week advance

on
OCTOBER 12, 2001 from 11:30 am - 2:00
pm
at
the NEDC main office
7563 PACIFIC RIM HIGHWAY

notification is requested.

Working with First Nations to promote
Community Economic Development

ZMA CONSULTING SERVICES
Ron Arcos
3855 th Ave, Suite 409, Port Alberni, B.C., V9Y 4Z2
Phone: (250) 720 -2112, Fax: (250) 720 -2208
e -mail: rmaconsultant@home.com
1 1

for
a Light Lunch Buffet, Dessert & Beverages

Nuu - chah -nulth Economic Development Corporation
7563 Pacific Rim Highway, (next door to Tseshaht Market)

Office Hours: MON

- FRI:

8 am to 12 pm,

1

pm to 4:30 pm,

SAT, SUN, & HOLIDAYS: CLOSED

